2 , 000 flags for 2,000 dead: Colby remem bers on the main quad

Students organize earthquake relief and Katrina
fundraising continues
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

The search for those responsible for
the bias comments written on six
white boards and a men 's room minor
on the first floor of Coburn Hall on
Friday, Oct. 21 continues this week, as
administrators research current leads
and look for new information.
"We've had some leads, we've
talked with students, and nobody
admitted to it," Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Dean of
Students Janice Kassman said during

In response to the devastating
earthquake that struck the Kashmir
region of northeastern Pakistan on
Oct. 8, two students have organized
a relief effort and have already
raised well over $1,000. Also, the
Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and Civic Engagement and the
Student Government Association
continued their collective goal of
raising money for the victims of
Hurricane Katrina with an ice
cream fundraiser
Krishan Rele '09 and Neha
Zaigham '08 decided they must
take some action after learning
about the Pakistani earthquake
while traveling in Quebec. On the
ride back to campus they brainstormed for ideas, and after encouragement from Zaigham's mother,
they organized fundraising efforts.
Starting on Friday, Oct. 28 with
a bake sale at the International
Coffee Hour at the coffeehouse, the
pair used the influx of visitors on
Family Homecoming Weekend to
their advantage. They continued to
take donations at the craft fair on
Saturday, and also sold the remaining baked goods. On Monday, Oct.
31 they began the first of two
scheduled weeks of asking for
donations from students outside of
Foss and Dana dining halls during
lunch and dinner.
• The coffee hour netted about
$600 for the group, and donations
at the craft fair-.-brought in another
$600. Combined with donations
made at the dining halls, Zaigham
predicted that they had raised about
$1700 at the time of printing for
The Echoand expected to earn over
two-thousand in the next two
weeks.
Both Rele and Zaigham stressed
that the value of a dollar is far
greater in Pakistan than the United
States. "One dollar is a lot of
money [in Pakistan], it 's a lot of
money," Rele said. "A donation of
more than one dollar is obviously
appreciated, but anything is great."
Therefore, any donation made by
college students will be greatly

Continued on Page 3
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Student groups p laced 2,000 f l a g saround' the f lagpole on Miller Lawn to commemorate the 2, 000 American soldiers who have died in the war in Iraq.
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Students at GGburn r
By STEVEN WEINBERG
¦ '
EDITOR IN CHIEF '

Far from a cathartic capstone to the
recent Biased Incident in Coburn Hall,
Tuesday night's campus forum
responding to the incident vented the
grievances and frustrations of many
Colby community members.
The forum was a moderated discussion organized by the Dean of
Students office, Students Organized
for Black and Hispanic Unity
(SOBHU), the Pugh Community
Board, the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and the Committee on Race
and Racism . Its topics extended
beyond the Coburn incident to the
wider climate of acceptance and tolerance of difference at the College.
The forum represents the most tangible College-wide response to the
derogatory graffiti drawn on white
erase boards and a mirror in Coburn

on October 21.
Before the floor opened up,
President William Adams , and Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
addressed the room, both expressing
their personal disgust with the incident. Adams detailed his hope of
where the discussion would ultimately
lead: "How and are we doing enough
in making this campus inclusive?" he
said. Kassman gave an update on the
current stage of the investigation (see
"Search continues for Coburn"graf5ti
artist(s)" on Page 1).
-.,
Stephen Wessler, executive director
of the Center for the Prevention of
Hate Violence, who has been working
on and off for the College since last
spring running focus groups of students looking at the degree of inclusiveness, moderated. When he opened
up the floor, the first question related
directly to the nature of the incident
itself , asking what would make this

I m not sure
how it cbuld not
be a threat, if
not hostile, to
come home to
your room and
find that on
your door
Bevin Engman
Assistant Professor of Art

incident a hate crime.
Wessler, from his background
working in the Maine Attorney
General's office, explained that without any clear property damage or
threat construed, the writing found in
Coburn could not be called a "hate

ethnicity-and sexuality. As members of
the forum stood up one-by-one to read
the cards, silence fell over the listeners. . .

crime."
Responding, Assistant Professor of
Art Bevin Engman said, "I'm not sure
how it could not be a threat, if not hostile, to come home to your room arid
find that on your door." In addition to
posing a threat, she added, the very act
damaged to Colby 's image and trademark.
As the discussion continued,
numerous students and other community members expressed words that
this incident was not isolated. Many
were anxious to speak. As the discussion, heated up, Wessler changed the
pace by distributing around 25 cards
to the audience. These cards contained
statements by students about hate
speech and discrimination on campus.
They consisted of comments from his
focus groups or of other student comments written to him for Wessler's
research. They were personal statements on topics such as overheard
derogatory racial jokes, stereotypes on

Continued on Page 3
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North End residents meet to discuss f uture
!
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By KATIE HAMM
EDITOR IN CHIEF

As residents of Watervillc's North
End organize to improve their neighborhood, students are working with
them in the process.
A meeting on Oct. 27 brought out
about 80 people, including about ten
Students, lo discuss the state of the
^orth End and what should change .
the meeting was a monumental event
for Jamie Manzer '06 and Elise
Was-her '07, who have been greatly
jnvolved in the North End for the past
few months. >
! Manzer and Washer began thinking,
about the North End at last spring 's
1'Burst the Bubble" week panel , when
i suggestion was made from the audi:nce about the idea of a community
center in the neighborhood. The two
started to collaborate with Waterville
City Planner Anne Beverage and later
other partners , including State
Representative Marilyn Cnvanaugh.
Puring this academic year, they, along
will) students from an anthropology
course, have spent time going door to
door administering surveys to North
End residents to find out what people
living in the neighborhood would like
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to see.
"We recognize that one of the
biggest things that's missing in the
North End is a sense of community,
and without community you have
increased crime, increased dropout
rate, because no one feels like they
belong there ," Manzer said.
Crime was one of the major issues
discussed at the Oct. 27 meeting. As
residents split into smaller groups to
discuss specific issues of the North
End , the one focusing on juvenile
crime and how to prevent it was one of
the most popular. Many residents
believed that a community police officer would would be a great addition ,
but Wnterville Police Deputy Chief
Joe Mnssey, who was in the discussion , said that the Waterville Police
Department does not currently have a
large enough force to make this possible. "There's not much time to get out
of the car and say 'Hi Johnny, how
you doing?'" Mnssey said.
The South End was mentioned severa l times during the discussion, as
that neighborhood built a Teen Center
a few years ago and had a community
police officer for a long period of
time. Police patrol in the South End
was money well spent, according to
Mnssey.

The cost of financing an officer is a
concern. Mayor Paul R. LePage said
at the meeting th at "it's very expensive to get back to 25 years ago [when
officers walked around neighborhoods]." Henry Beck '09, who is running unopposed for City Council in
"Ward 2, which encompasses about
half of the N orth End, said lhat an officer was "an investment th at we should
take a serious look at."
Having a neighborhood crime
"watch and ensuring that teenagers and
other children in the nei ghborhood
feel connected were other ways considered to help reduce juvenile crime.
Another discussion focused on the
possibility of having "a fun , cool place
for teens to go." Although the Alfond
Youth Center holds a teen center, it
was noted that many North End
teenagers do not wish to go there
because of the distance and the perceived differences in socio-economic
class.
Washer said in an interview that the
theory behind having a neighborhood
center in the North End is that "people
there are from a lower income level,
so they have lower chances and they
can't necessarily afford to send their
kids to the Alfond Center or maybe
they don't want to." Washer em pha-
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sized that another important aspect of
bringing North End residents together
is 1o perhaps create a neighborhood
association that will give residents a
place to articulate wants and needs for
the neighborhood and for the area.
In a Nov. I interview after the
meeting, Manzer said she had been
concerned that there would be poor
turnout because there were other community meetings occurring on the
same night; but was extremely pleased
that that was not the case. At the end
of the meeting, it was decided that the
nei ghborhood should organize themselves into committees to efficientl y
achieve their goals. Another meeting
is scheduled for Nov. 17 at 7 p.m. at
the Mitchell School to put this into
action .
"I heard a coup le people saying
'wow, this was easier than I thought,'"
Manzer said. In addition to the meeting on Nov. 17, Manzer said that they
arc now working on a full analysis of
the survey so that officials will have
concrete data , as well as the voices of
the residents, on which to act. She
stressed that North End residents need
the continuing support of city officials
and she and Washer will act to ensure
that the residents feel empowered.

Network links SGA with
other school governments
By SAM MORALES
STAFF WRITER

Though often talked about in
recent years, an online network to
connect the New England Small
College Athletic
Conference
schools' student governments in a
joint problem-solving effort began
only recently, earlier this fall , with
nine schools' student body presidents signing on.
The brainchild of sophomore
class representative Tim Williams,
the lnter-NESCAC list-serve
presently connects all the schools
within the conference except Tufts
University and Bates College. Over
the summer, Williams talked to the
student president of Middlcbury
College about the recent purchase
there of Napster service for all students in an effort to curb illegal
file-sharing. Recalling incidents of
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such activity here on campus, he
became motivated to set up an
online network through which student governments could share
problems and solutions with each
other. At the start of the year he
talked to student presidents at
NESCAC schools about his idea.
The list-serve was set up soon
after that and now student presidents are able to send out e-mails to
all the other presidents on the network. "Because we're similar
schools we have similar problems,"
explained Student Government
Association President Donnie
O'Callaghan '06. "The list-serve is
ideally a way to generate ideas, to
generate the beginnings of conversations [about these problems],"
However, it is not the final step by
any means. Williams, envisioning a
more direct way of communication
Continued on Paae 2
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KATE HAMM and STEVE WEINBERG

Harvard professor discusses fu ture
forei gn policy problems facing the OS

Communications
seeking new director
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Continued From Page 1
beneficial to relief efforts.
.' .- Money raised wiJl initially be sent
to the school that Zaigham's mother is
the principal of in the region. From
there it will be sent to the proper organizations; Rele felt this channel made
sure that the money would reach the
people, "[Zaigham's mother] is going
to make sure the organizations send
information about how the money is
used,"Zaigham said.
According
to
Rele, about seven
people
answered
their call for volunteers, and he has also
been in contact with
the SQA executive
board; and;tHfembe*s :';¦
¦
of :the Presidents^ .Council.
At this point, Rele
is trying to connect
with Waterville for
relief efforts, but
understands this is a
difficult task. Also,
he has contacted
friends at other
schools to coordinate
relief and says that
"[fundraising
for
earthquake victims]
is not actually happening everywhere."
What started out as a bake sale to
take
advantage
of
Family
Homecoming Weekend, has since
become a major fundraising event.
Zaigham said so far the task has been
"such a success, so overwhelming, and
worked very well because of Parents
Weekend."

ization with America as the hegemon,
transfer of whole nuclear arsenals
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
from three former Soviet states to the
U.S., the inclusion of eight former
Harvard University's Morris and Soviet block countries into NATO,
Anna Feldberg Professor of and a general movement towards
Government and Russian Studies democratization in a number of the
Timothy Colton came to campus on former Soviet states.
With all of these successes, he also
Thursday, Oct. 27 to give a lecture on
the foreign policy dilemmas of the pointed out . that the largest security
United States. His talk, "Dilemmas of concern for the U.S. and the world at
the : Solitary Superpower, With large was the nonexistence informaIllustrations from the U.S. Presence in tion regarding the rest of the nuclear
Eurasia," attracted a large audience in weapons from the Soviet Union (i.e.
the ones which were not transferred
Lovejoy 100.
The talk - began with the professor from Ukraine, Belarus, and
giving a brief historical overview of Kazakhstan to the U.S.). V
the breakup of the Soviet Union from
The major current security concern
1989 onwards. He pointed out that of the U.S. is what Colton mentions
this breakup came about more as a. as, "the Russia problem." He points
result of internal politics in the to the growing discontentment among
TJ.S.S.R, rather than as a result of Russian citizens towards the
America's foreign policy. While run- American foreign policies, To back
ning out of money as a result of the his claim; he gave statistics according
Cold War with the U.S. was one of the to a recent survey regarding "attitudes
major reasons for the disintegration, it of citizens of different countries
was certainly not the only one.
towards U.S.A." Citing this survey, he
He mentioned the following posi- said "the Russians fell with the likes
tives, which came about as a result of of Jordanians, where only one percent
the breakup of the U.S.S.R.: unipolar- of the people were in favor of the

for the Greater New Orleans Chapter
of Teach for America, SGA and the
Goldfarb Center teamed up for another fundraiser during Family
Homecoming Weekend. While cold
weather diminished the appeal of ice
cream, a significant amount of money
was still raised.
According to Alice Elliot, assistant
director for community outreach for
the Goldfarb Center, about $430 was
raised. Consumers were asked to
make a $2 donation for the ice cream.
"I believe that the Giffords Ice
Crearn fundraiser
was a success in
that we were able to
raise some money.
And everything we
can do helps," SGA
Secretary
Tom
Testo '07 said.
"It was a cold
day, so the ice
crearn business was
tough, but I think
we did alright given
the circumstances.
Those that were in
the mood for ice
cream were very
generous, and we're
TomTesto '07 grateful for their
SGA Secretary generosity," he continued.
Aden Gifford
donated all the ice cream sold and
Dining Services provided all the supplies necessary for the operation.
Plans are being made for an SGA
book drive to be held later in
November. All funds or books raised
will be sent to the displaced Greater
New Orleans Chapter of Teach for
America, which is now operating out
of Houston and currently establishing
a charter school.

By BYRON MEINERTH and
RAHUL GUPTA

Halloween reading held in chapel

MOLLY WARREN/THE COIBY ECHO

In one of Colby 's oldest traditions; Professor Charlie Bassett and
Professor of English Jennifer Finney Boylan read Halloween'stories'to
a large audience in the Larimer Chapel on Oct. 31.

In a continuing effort to raise funds

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
_

Nature :
Date:
Citation
10/21/05
Bias Incident
10/21/05
Citation
10/22/05
Citation
10/22/05
Citations (2)
10/22/05
Trespassing
. 10/22/05
Medical Response
10/22/05
Citation
10/23/05
Citation
10/23/05
Citations (2)
10/23/05
Larcen
10/23/05
Assault, Simple
10/22/05
Medical Call
10/26/05
Larceny
10/27/05
Vandalism
10/27/05
Assist WTVL Police
10/28/05
Medical Call
10/28/05
Citations (2)
10/28/05
Citations (2)
10/29/05
Medical Response
10/29/05
Citation
10/29/05
Medical Response
10/29/05
Medical Response
10/29/05
Illegal Entry
10/29/05
Citation
. 10/30/05
Medical Response
10/30/05
Fire Safety Violation
10/3O/O5
Vandalism
10/30/05
Citation
10/31/05

Time:
11:30 p.m.
11:20 p.m.
12:25 a.m.
1:15 a.m.
11:25 p.m.
I I :25 p.m.
11:45 p.m.
11:45 p.m.
12:00 a.m '.
2:43 a.m.
2:57 a.m.
3:28 a.m.
11:51 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
2:00 a.m.
9:02 p.m.
12:20 a.m,
11:33 p.m.
11:54 p.m.
12:50 a.m.
2:25 a.m.
4:05 p.m.
7:18 p.m.
8:24 p.m.
10:24 p.m.
12:49 a.m.
1:20 a.m.
1 :59 a.m.
2:00 a.m.

Location:
Alfond Apartments
Coburn hall
Outside of Chapel
Dana Hall
Athletic Center
Cotter Union
The Heights
Athletic Center
Athletic Center
Butler Court WTVL
Campus
Perkins-Wilson Hall
Athletic Center
Foss Flail
Alfond Apartments
Marriner Hall
Outside Avcrill Hall
Foss Hall
The Heights
Johnson Hall
Sturtcvant Hall
Senvcnis Field
Williams Hall
Cotter Union
Perkins-Wilson Hull
Woodman Hall
The Heights
Miller Library Street
Miller Library Street

SGA: Newlistseive
Continued From Page I

I believe the
Giffords Ice
Cream fundraiser was a success in that we
were able to
raise some
money. And
everything we
can do helps.

Fundraiser held for hurricane relief

American foreign policies."
The main reason he mentions for
this resentment is the humiliation that
Russia had to endure more than 15
years ago at the hands of the manipulative American policies, during the
East-West discussions.
Other concerns he brought up were
the interregional and intraregional
power politics in Eurasia. He noted
that with the emergence of a large
number of states seeking economic
and political advantage over each
other, many of them looked to the
U.S. for help. This has further complicated the dynamics of trie U.S.Russian relationship.
At the conclusion of the lecture, he
opened the floor to questions and was
immediately flooded with queries
from the audience. Questions dealt
with topics ranging from Putin's
undemocratic acquisition of privatized Russian oil firms, to Russia's
assertion of power on neighboring
states, and all the way to whether or
not Putin will amend the constitution
so as to stay in power longer than his
present second term.

Disposition:
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
Maine General
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Maine General
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Deans Office
Maine General
Deans Office
Deans Office
Maine Genera l
Dean Office
Maine General
Maine General
Deans Office
Deans Office
Maine General
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office

Comments:
Unregistere d Party.
Racist and vulgar comments written.
I'ire safety violation.
Smoking violation.
Open Containers.
Suspicious Activity.
Alcohol.
Open Container.
Open Container.
Disorderl y Conduct , Failure to Com ply.
Stolen Bicycle.
Fight between students.
Alcohol.
Bike and bike parts stolen.
Large hole in wall.
False ID.
Alcohol.
Open Container.
Tampering with Access Doors.
Alcohol.
Smoking in room set off nnrcokc detector.
Illness.
Illness.
Office entered in Student Activities .
Drug Violation.
Alcohol.
Discharged Fire Extinguisher.
Broken window pane.
Disorderly Conduct.

between the NESCAC student governments, very recently helped create a
conference call for them. The way it
works is that each of the list-serve's
student presidents are given a number
to call and a password, which enable
them to take part in a phone conversation with all the other presidents
simultaneously. In fact, the first conference call was. two weekends ago,
with five schools participating.
As for Tufts and Bates? The former,
with its graduate school and multilevel
student government, and the latter,
with its recent restructuring, have situ4tibria ! quirks that are holding iip their
entrance to the network. But it seems
that even these obstacles are being
dealt with. Next Wednesday we re
going to try . a conference call [in
which] all the schools [take part],"
said Williams. The issues lip for discussion jnclude the appropriateness of
student governments passing measures outside the realm of actual campus governance (such as Bowdoin's
proposal to pass a resolution in opposition to Question 1), ways to require
clubs to stay active, how to bridge the
social gap between drinkers and nondrinkers at NESCAC schools and the
proper and most balanced role of athletics in college life. At one point,
Connecticut College used the listserve to ask other schools about their
campus journalism.
"It's a great way to flesh out
ideas," said O'Callaghan , suggesting
that Colby may already be reaping
the benefits of its new connection to
the schools fro m which it can learn
the most.

By JASON KING

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Stephen Collins will be stepping
down from his position as Director of
communications to become, by the
end of this academic year, the newest
College Editor. A committee will most
likely vote his successor into office
over the course of the spring semester.
Collins, who graduated from the
College in 1974, spent -fS years as a
self-employed journalist before being

[Stephen
Collins] raised
the level of conversation about
marketing the
College...
Richard Ammons

Vice President for College
Relations

hired as the associate director of communications for media relations in
1993, Five years later he replaced
Sally Baker, who went on to become
the executive assistant to the president and secretary of the corporation,
as director of communications. His
responsibilities in this station have
been far-reaching.
"He manages all of the communications aspects—publications, web
presence, magazine, spokesperson for
the college," said Vice President f or
College Relations Richard Ammons.
Collins has kept the Colby community and the public up-to-date on
the College's most pressing issues,
including the Colby Green campus
expansion initiative and the burgeoning capital campaign, "Reaching the
World: A Campaign for Colby."
In this way, said Ammons, "he's
raised the level of conversation about
marketing the college.'..he has led the
adoption of the new visual identity
[and] he's coordinated the college's
communications both with internal
publics and external puBlics."
Collins, however, is ready for a
change, so when College Editor of
the Colby Magazine (and Collins's
former English professor) Robert
Gillespie announced his retirement
this spring, Collins saw a favorable
opportunity. His background as an
independent writer and his present
role as executive editor of Colby
Magazine stirred this interest.
The College Editor serves as editor
for various Colby publications, editor
for the website and the last word on
style standards.
"Increasingly, as administrator and
supervisor, 1 missed the type of contact with students and faculty that I
get researching articles and writing
for Colby Magazine and other publications," said Collins. "I'm eager to
Continued on Page 3
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COBURN: Deanof Studentsofficeinvestigatesgraffitiincident;severalstudentsinterviewed
Continued From Page 1
an Oct. 31 .interview, adding that the
Dean of Students office is still following up with other individuals, and the
, investigation continues.
Associate Dean of Students Mark
Serdjenian is leading the investigation
efforts, with help from Kassman and
Senior Associate Dean of Students
Paul Johnston.
Serdjenian described his investigation as "ongoing" and said that some
people were yet to be interviewed
because of logistical issues.
The interviews "haven't resulted in

anything substantive," according 1o
Serdjenian. He said that between
Johnston, Kassman and himself,
between five arid ten students have
been interviewed, and five or six more
would be during the week of Oct. 3 lNov. 4. At the Nov. I campus forum
on the issue Kassman said, "I have to
believe somebody knows something
[about this incident]."
Included in this group are both suspects and "people who may ha"ve
information about the situation."
Remaining vague on the specifics of
the investigation, Serdjenian said that
the suspect group is smaller than the
informant group, and that both have

Oak Fellow discusses
p oliticaluse of rap e
By ANNIE KEARNEY
FEATURES EDITOR

The 2005 Oak Human RJghts
Fellow Dr. Frances Lovemore gave a
lecture and showed a short documentary sponsored by the Wornens,
Gender and Sexuality Studies department about the political uses of rape,
specifically the use of rape as a tool for
torturing political dissident s in
Zimbabwe on Oct. 27. Lovemore, the
current medical director of the Arhani
Trust, an Zimbabewean organization
that, among other things, provides
community-based care to survivors of
organized violence and torture, has
had great experience with survivors of
such abuse.
Zimbabwe is a country in turmoil.
Most international leaders and organizations place the blame for at least
some of the problems the country is
facing on President Robert Mugabe;
they says his policies have created,
among other things, widespread food
shortages and homelesshess. Amnesty
International has charged that Mugabe
has committed human rights abuses
against minorities, homosexuals, and
members of opposition parties. : ,
Jt is, th?.human ri ghts abuses against
members of the opposition parties that
Lovemore dealt with. Lovemore said
that "there is a long history of rape as
a political tactic." She said that rape
was an effective tool for numerous
reasons, among them the fact that "the
woman is seen as the person who nurtures (he community," and so the
attacks are symbolic attacks on the
community, as well. Among the effects
of rape on survivors arc isolation from
community, isolation in intimate relationships, profound long-term psychological consequences, and medical

Michael Klaus D7
By ANNIE KEARNEY

' .
FEATURES EDITOR' S- ¦' ¦.:;* v i

"People ask me all the time
'Klaus, what's your last name? - "
said Michael Klaus, who is universally biown on the Hill as "Klaus."
"Faculty, administration, everyone
knows me as Klausl Janice Kassman
actually asked me what my mother
called me. She was fascinated that
someone called me Michael." Even
the Oakland fifth graders Klaus

COMMUNICATIONS:M direwrsouelit
standing among the nation's best liberal arts colleges.
The search is already underway for
shift course and to focus more intently an associate vice president with this
on publications and Web content."
sort of potential. The committee, orgaAmmons said the change "will nized earlier this year, plans to interenable him to return to his first love— view candidates for the position in the
and that is writing."
near future, "So far," said Amnions,
With the aid of a search committee, "we've gotten a tremendous amount
Ammons is responsible for finding of interest from highly-qualified folk."
If the search process is timely,
somebody to fill Collins's position,
which has been retitled "associate vice there should be a new associate vice
president of communications." The president of communications by the
new title reflects some newly delineat- early part of the spring semester.
ed expectations for what a communica- Collins expressed optimism both for
tions leader should bring to the his new editorship responsibilities
College. The committee seeks, "some- and for the upcoming appointment of
one who brings some experience and his successor.
expertise in marketing. [We have to]
"I hope I can maintain [Gillespie's]
make sure that we are enhancing ow high standards in Colby publicaability to attract the strongest students tions," Collins said, "and I suspect
to Colby. It's part of the college's Richard [Ammons] and the soon to be
strategic plan...to raise visibility," named associate vice president for
Amnions said.
communications will find other interAmmons cited also the need for a esting ways to keep me engaged with
leader who can maintain the interest of Colby."
the alurnni and boost the College's
Continued From Page2

consequences, especially HIV/AIDS
infections.
The documentary
Lovemore
showed, which the Amani Trust helped
to organize, had interviews with two
women who were raped hecause they
opposed the current government. "A
number of women expressed their
desire to tell their story more . effectively," she explained. She said, however, that usually it was very hard to
get victims of sexual assault to talk,
especially male victims. Only after
numerous interviews, she said, did
most people report.
The film was of two women
describing their experiences. One of
the women described how she was
raped by three soldiers, who each
raped her three times. She had been
holding her child on her back when
they seized her, and she remembered
fearing for the child, who was torn
from her and thrown. Both women
talked about how they feared "the disease,"AIDS, as a result of their attacks.
Tor one of the women, the fear that her
husband would divorce her if she were
diagnosed as having AIDS seemed td
outweigh all other emotions.
The other wpman, in discussing the
many reper^ussionsfrom, her attackfor
both her and her family, said she felt
guilt. The problems she said "were all
because of me, all because I wanted my
ri ghts..." Both women, however,
refused to change their political views,
and remained in opposition to Mugabe.
Following the film, Lovemore took
questions from an audience so full that
people were sitting on. the floor of
Lovejoy 100, where the event was
held. This month, Lovemore will be
taking part in a full-day symposium on
human ri ghts taking place at Colby on
Nov. 19.
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been cooperative.
D. Adams echoed these sentiments
Administrators front ihe Dean of during the Nov. I forum, sayiiig "we
Students office present at the forum will make it clear that there is not a
said they were open to suggestions on place in this community for this type
how to find more information, and of action." Adams added that this was
asked that any leads be brought to a suspend-able offense, and expulsion
would be possible for those responsitheir attention.
"There are two issues going on— ble. '
Students posting on the Digest of
the specifics of this case and the larger question of why do things like this Civil Discourse, as well as some at the
NovT 1 forum requesting that those
happen at Colby," Serdjenian said.
If the perpetrator can be found, responsible be made public will most,
immediate suspension is a likely pun- likely never learn the identity of those
ishment Johnston said in an Oct. 25 responsible from the Dean of Students
interview. "I don't think there is any office.
room for [this type of beha\ior] at the
College," he said. President J^illiarn

Who 's Who

J

COBURN DISCUSSION:tote ;faculty,staff,
speakoutat forumheldongraffitiincident
. Downing spoke again, ;s$aading;.up,
and speaking towafcTsthe;dilectjtoh;^
Adams. She continued the arguments
When the last card was read, quiet already presented by other students
enveloped the entire room for a few that threatened students need a safe
moments. Most in attendance appeared place on campus. She directly critivisibly unnerved by the cards' con- cized the administration's drive for
tents.
diversity. She said it fails to consider
Breaking the silence, Wessel the emotional costs of minority stuoffered up the floor again for com- dents, leaving them "really messed
ments.
up" and objectified. As Downing sat
"When 1 hear this," Cat Downing down, she received heavy applause
'06 said referring to the cards, "this is from the audience.
real. It doesn't sound like this is a very
Other members of the community
inclusive community." Several other speaking afterwards stressed the need
attendees echoed her comments.
to bring what was discussed to the rest
One student, Harriet Egessa '06, of the College and avoid an "us vs.
expressed frustration in regards to the them" dynamic to emerge. Other
cards' comments and the fate of this attendees suggested that microphones
forum and others similar to it for sim- be put in dining halls for more stuilar incidents, "We all come here and dents to express grievances; that
what's new? It's the same people who threatened groups use campus media
outlets, such as The Echo, to more
have always come," she said.
After several more attendees spoke, clearly express their concerns; and
Wessel moved the forum towards its something beyond the post-COOT
end and asked where the College diversity training occur after the
beginning of the first year.
should go next.
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teaches every morning from 8;3O-10
know him as Klaus. "Last year, the
fourth-grade students I taught figured out that I only answered to the
'Klaus' part of Mr. Klaus. Someone
slipped and called me Mrs. Klaus,
and I still responded. So they called
me Mrs. Klaus, Dr. Klaus, Senor
Klaus..." .
To clear up a few common misconceptions: "I don't speak German,
and I'm not from Germany," this
week's Who's Who patiently
explained. Apparently, this is such a
common misconception that at one
point, Klaus was actually complimented on his accent-less English.
"I mean, I'm from Maryland!" he
said, incredulous.
Speaking German is. about the
only thing this junior Government
major doesn't do. He's sports direc-

Continued FromPage7
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Stephen Wessler, executive director of the Center for the Prevention of
Hate Violence at the University of Southern Maine, speaks at the Nov. 1
discussion of the graffiti incident in Coburn Hall
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Michael Klaus '07.

tor , for the Colby radio station
WHMB, is on the Colby ultimate
frisbee team "The Dazzling Asses,"
is treasurer of Hillel, is serving his
second year as Dana President, and,
as mentioned before, is in his second
year of student teaching. He's also
responsible for the Colby academic
planners appearing in the Bookstore,
the (failed) proposal to change the
eight-semester requirement and
writing the new alcohol policy point
system. He's one of the most
active—and outspoken—members
of the Student Government
Association, and the odds are, if
something's going on on campus,
Klaus has a hand in it, either directly or indirectly. "I like to say I'm on
a first-last name basis with everyone," he explained. "I don't deal
with people," he said. "I deal with
supervisors. When Dana dining hall
closed 40 minutes early, I formally
e-mailed Dining Services directly."
He's certainly on a "first-last
name basis" with the residents of
Dana. "I love knowing all of my
first-year residents. I love knowing
that people feel represented by me
even when they don't talk to me
about their ideas directly. I would
gladly change something—no matter how small—if it makes yovr
Colby experience that much better."
Passionate as he is about the
SGA, Klaus has ruled out going in to
government, "so that's a good use of
my government degree," he joked.
"By the time I graduate I'll have had
more than my fill." He's hoping to
go to law school eventually—"both
my parents are lawyers and I really
wanted to avoid that, but..." he
laughed, saying something about
best intentions. First, though, he'd
like to teach. He's mirroring in both
philosophy and education, so that
will at least put part of his degree to
good use.
When asked to describe himself,
Klaus answered "curmudgeon. I'm
really an 80-year-old man."
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Ref orm the Presidents'Council

EDITORIAL—We endorse
Mayor

However, as a sophomore you can
only get a one-room double. The lesson is this: if you're going to let people choose rooms in a corrupt manner,
Voting is supposed to be our prima- let everyone be corrupt. .. .
ry civic duty, one which we should
Second, are those people who run
exercise whenever possible. Wherever for hall president because it somehow
you are going to vote this fall-—-be it provides more "power" on campus.
Maine or in your home state—do it, Let's be realistic for a moment If you
even if the issues upon which you are can name five hall presidents off the
voting might seem trivial. However, top of your head, then you should conStudent Government Association gratulate yourself. Hall presidents are
(SGA) hall president elections are like U.S. senators: They seem imporprobably the single most useless elections, ever.
The SGA itself does serve a great
purpose: it allows students an avenue
for participating in the process of governing the college—however small
that participation might be. The main
fault with the SGA lies not with the
executive board members, but rather
with many of the hall presidents/ One
caveat on the previous statement: the
individual hall presidents are (usually)
not to blame, the system is.
There are three types of hall presidents, each type of which fails to
accurately represent their constituency. First, are those hall presidents who
run for and win their hall presidency
for the sole reason of attaining a good tant, but in the long term they are conroom. In some ways these people are signed to the dustbin of history.
the most honest—they run for the sole Finally, there are those hall presidents
purpose of getting an AMS quad, a who are appointed because no one.
Foss triple or simply a nice double in wants to run in their hall: Is it shockJohnson. The most significant prob- ing that no one wants to live in
lem with this system is the Treworgy two years in a row?
Compounding this problem is the
"inequitable" corruption involved.
Somehow, when you are a; senior you fact that no one actually votes for
can get an AMS quad, through the cor- his/her hall president. Few people
ruption of the hall presidency system. live in the same hall two years in a

As students at the polls face the question of whom to vote for in the
race for Waterville City Mayor next week, they will have a choice
between the incumbent, Mayor Paul R. LePage (R), and Donald Dufour
(D), a current member of the City Council. Both candidates have been
involved in city government for a number of years. They both display a
dedication to work hard for the city's interests. However, the belief held
by LePage that voting is a ''responsibility, not a right,"greatly troubles
The Echo. For this reason, The Echo urges Colby students to vote for
Dufour on Nov. 8.
A reduction in the mayor's duties will come with the likely passage
of the new city charter. The mayor will become more of a figurehead.
The city administrator, Michael Roy, will be the force behind the city
government. As a dynamic, personable leader, LePage would probably
do better in this role. But as a figurehead , with little direct power, he
would directly embody a disregard for democratic principles.
At the Oct. 20 mayoral debate, in response to a question regarding
whether it is appropriate for Colby students to vote in the Waterville
city elections, LePage effectively attached undue strings to this ability
to vote. He misrepresented facts about voting residency requirements
and stressed that students must research the issues if they choose to vote
and they must abide by laws to establish residency in the state. At the
same debate Dufour directly encouraged college students to vote.
In our position as students, LePage's attempt to intimidate us to not
vote is infuriating. Even more disconcerting, though, is LePage's disregard for the U.S. Constitution and the rights it gives to all citizens the
right to vote. We live in a democratic society, and the right of any citizen to practice democracy must never be threatened or questioned.
LePage's comments hit home hardest with college students, but should
be appreciated by any Waterville resident concerned with equal rights
this election.

By MERLE EISENBERG
¦

Hall presidents
be like U.S. senators: They
seem important,
but in the long
term they are
consigned to the
dustbin of
history.

Question 1- Homosexual Anti-Discrimination
Referendum

Speaking of equal rights, Maine faces its third opportunity in a
decade to protect citizens from discrimination based upon their sexuality. Currently, Maine recently passed a law protecting people from discrimination based on their sexual orientation, but some are trying to get
that law overturned. No matter what your beliefs on sexual orientation,
discrimination towards any group for any reason goes against principles
of equality and justice ;

City Charter

On the ballot is a new City Charter, one that, if passed, will usher in
dramatic changes for Waterville. The Charter will turn the day-to-day
running of the town over to a trained, full-time professional known as
the city manager, and make the mayor's job largely ceremonial. The
city manager job seems to be a necessity for the Waterville that is envisioned for the future: one with a vital, thriving economy, new buildings,
new jobs and an increase in diverse residents. We support the Charter,
thinking the changes will make the transition from old Waterville to
neW-and-improved Waterville go much more smoothly.

SPECIALS

By KATE BERMAN
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The Official Preppy Handbook
published in 1980 by Lisa Birnbach
cites Colby College as one of the top
ten-pfepplestschools' in the; nation;' In
laymen's terms, that means that Colby
College has a lot of kids who wear
Ralph Lauren. Upon more thorough
examination , the preppy wardrobe
includes any number of the following
items: hair-ribbons, corduroy pants,
Lily Pulitzer, Nantucket Reds, anything embroidered with small, goofy
animals (provided the animals are not
patented by Walt Disney) and pearls.
I assumed that people would eventually tire of the whole Preppy
shenanigan. I assumed that the people
who made thefacebook.com clubs disparaging the Preppy fashion might
give up their cause and start 'battling,
say, genocide in Darfur. Well you
know what they say about assuming.
Indeed, I have made both you and me
into our school mascot,
Preppy is not simply a conformist
mode of dress; it is a way of life.
Once a collar is erected it will
remain erect, unless we use weapons
of mass destruction to destroy that
collar once and for all. When a person presents himself as Preppy, he or
she advertises more than just a
creepy fondness for pink animals
immortalized in thread.
Preppy means wealth, class and
education. The articles which comprise a Preppy wardrobe are expensive , and to wear such articles on a
massive rotating basis is to share
your price-tags with the world. Now,
I am not talking about Conservative
Preps of the TJ Maxx Polo or the
Reform Preps of the Goodwill Polo.

(A small sewn horse on a sweater
does not a preppy make, my friend.)
The Preppy Parties to which I refer
are strictly the Orthodox Preps of
Outlet Polo and the Hasidic Preps of
Retail Polo, aka, the mother-ship.
These are the deypted_ Preppies who
refuse to be seen in -a public forum
without their head properly covered with a silk ribbon or a salmon-colored cap from Murray's Toggery.
The staunch Preppies have waived
their right to remain free from the
judgment of others. The phrase: "Just
because I dress this way doesn't mean
I have money, drive a nice car and
belong to a country club..." must be
stricken from a true Preppy 's vocabulary. A person, who chooses to coordinate her Ralph Lauren sweater set
with her hair-bow, understands that
everyone else in the world will automatically determine her personality
and history, regardless of her actual
reality. If she wished otherwise, she
would not wear quite so much pastel.
For years, Preppies have tried to
defend themselves with about as much
success as Ashlee Simpson after lipsyncing on SNL. Food stamps don 't
buy Lily Pulitzer and Muffy; investment bankers do.
One would think that at Colby
College , a notorious hotspot of
Prepp ies, these corduroy-clad young
adults could exist peacefully in their
natural habitat . They probabl y
assumed that no one would ever create Internet clubs against them or
write satirical Echo articles with more
slime and splash than a veritable
California Mudslide. Well, again ,
they have made themselves our mascot, which is actuall y pretty ironic.
These fun-loving, pearl-wearing
WASPS came face-to-face with the

Students on the Street
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."Harriet Mters because she's go nothing to do."

—Tony Gill '07
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I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
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By C.W. Bassett
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"The Colby Mule, because then you wouldn't
have to worry about a mayoral dynasty." - ' '
¦ —Peter Arkht '07 & Jessie Kaplan '07
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Carraway of the South Dakota university system.
I understand that Democrats are
routinely elected to all the contested/uncontested seats on the City
Council. Retired Professor of
Religion and former chair of the
Waterville Charter Commission
Tom Longstaff will add age (he's
70), and he is certainly sober, smart
and electable.
Which leaves us with Democrat
Dana Sennett, a veteran City
Councilman for Ward 4 (nine years)
to fill out the slots vacant on the
Council. The only real contested race
is for mayor—Dufour vs. the
Republican guy who manages
Marden 's. LePage is his name and
selling stuff is his game. The Morning
Sentinel came out for LePage because
he 's a go-getter. Not that that ever
helped any candidate in Waterville,
where it is a mortal sin to vote
Republican. Beck is a breath of fresh
air on the Council, but The Sentinel
likes the one Republican courageous
enough to run for mayor.
Left with .this quandary, I do the
logical thing: I lose my wallet—
with all those cards and some cash
and things like my Social Security
number. I've searched , but I can 't
find it. I' ve cried , prayed and
Continued on Page 5
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Why does being ¦
able to drink a
beer qualify/disqualify a candidate for public
office?"

Counter-Preppy culture; a body of
students whose motto, "Collars
down!" makes the blue-blood boil.
I am a basically a reform Preppy. I
wear shirts because they were on sale,
look good and feel comfy. As I do not
care about perpetuating any kind of
flamboyantly Preppy persona, I generally throw on a garment and pray that
it is not stained with deodorant.
Occasionally I miss the collar crunching steps. Sometimes both comers
make it down, sometimes only one,
and sometimes none at all. When I fail
to crunch, I fall victim to the Preppyhaters on a rampage. Collars down,
collars down.'" they chant.
"But I...?"
"Look, are you on our side or not?"
Yikes. I had no idea that we were at
war in the first place. Someone
neglected to inform me that it was my
responsibility to "smoke out"
Preppies. I forgot. I messed up. There
was a Facebook club meeting and I
did not attend. So instead of flagellating myself till I bleed through my
Polo and soil my Burberry coat, I
hereby declare myself the Green
Party candidate.
I am neither Preppy nor CounterPreppy and I absolutely respect
diversity as well as the right to
choose. Hey, if you want to dress in
the same outfit as your grandmother
that is your prerogative. Who am I
sic your popped-collar like anemic
vampire? All the same, I cannot condone the fact that Lily Pulitzer 's catalog is a festival of Arian models
with eating disorders. To me,
"Preppy " peaks as a sweet nickname
from AC. Slater for Zach Morris.
There are many ways of looking nice
that do not include suspenders. Be
preppy, Preppies, but own it.

¦ ¦¦ -"-¦
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Those of you on Mayflower Hill !
who are readers of this space every
week realize that it's supposed to be '
amusing—not for everyone, but for '
enough to keep the column on a high- !
er level of wit and jol lity.My role in?
this rhetoric is to point out the absur- "
dities and improbabilities in the J
Colby College territory. Prepare to, '
yet again, roll off the bunk and break '
our patellas in our joint appreciation \
}
of my wit.
Now, for instance, we have a Colby
first-year student running unopposed '
for a seat on the Waterville City ¦'
Council—a Mr. Beck, I believe. He is
running, he claims, because he has '
lived in Waterville's North End for '
more than 19 years. He wants the '
North End patrolled as acidulously as
is the South End. He wants to help out '
in the city of his birth, never mind that '
he cannot legally drink a; beer in the '
town he serves as a councilor.
'
Now I can just hear the evangeli- '
cals: "Why does being able to drink a beer qualify/disqualify a candidate for J
public office?" I have no answer for l
that query except for bur old-fashioned sense that age should bring wis- *
dom. Just look at me, at least I have;')
my wit. At 19 I was still the Nick 1'

It y ouwere to write-in a candidate f or mayor, whom would it be and why?

"I'd nominate Richard Dreyfus for the irony of
it."
.
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Shipyard Pumpkinhead 12

Chateau Pesquie Red Wine

row and, therefore, most people
choose hall presidents who represent
other students in the following academic year. I certainly didn't care
who won the AMS hall presidency
last year because I knew I was living
in Woodman. Instead, I voted for
Steve Perry, -while others voted for
Rick Titties, Mickey Mouse or Avril
Lavigne.
An obvious way to correct the hall
presidency problem is to abolish;them
altogether and replace them with a
greater number of representatives per
grade. The SGA has already taken an
important step in mandating class
councils for each grade, in an effort to
facilitate communication within each
grade. Now take the additional step,
have five representatives per grade
while mandating a class council size
of 20 (the five representatives plus 15
additional students). If you remain
concerned with communication within halls (which appears increasingly
unnecessary with e-mail), authorize
specific students on the class council
to provide newsletters in each hall.
In the past several years the SGA
has made important steps to improving representation among the student
body, but it heeds to continue to
progress. Eliminating hall presidents
is a necessary step, but one that
Presidents' Council will be hesitant to
take for an obvious reason—the hall
presidents do not want to lose both
their nice rooms and their "power."
To those hall presidents who would
fight this change I have this, to say:
represent the people, not yourself.

Preppies on parade -are two collars really better than one?
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Oh, Stop Whining! i
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I am a f tlthyam

Allow WMHB to play
in the (lininghalls

By MATT MORRISON
STAFF WRITER

He is a dangerous, needy, animal
cleverly disguised as a Matt. He needs
water to survive and like any seemingly normal humanimal, Matt drinks it.
He has teeth that he uses to rip through
the flesh of the animal—animals,
killed by still other animals of his own
species with less class arid privilege
than himself. The animal Matt has a
reproductive rod that juts out of his
midsection. . . not as far as. he might
dream, but jutting nonetheless.
When in heat, the animal Matt
aggfessjvely pursues his prey. After
some passing vision rouses Mart's
pipe organ, he feels obliged to discover a suitable home for his desire.
Trapped by his clothing. Matt must
find another animal willing to shed
their dress-up garments for a few
moments of disgraceful beastly activity; none of this is made any easier by

By MICHAEL KLAUS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We have all been to the dining halls
and listened to the music that is blasted over the speakers and wondered
something , like "where do they get
this?" When I wake up in the morning
the last thing I want to hear is some
terrible 80s song. And when I eat dinner with my friends, I don't want to be
bombarded with crappy music.
The reason why we suffer through
this audio trauma is that dining services pays for satellite radio so we can
listen to this music without commercial interruption. My question is: why
not use the radio station that broadcasts from our own campus? I am
talking about WMHB. . . COLBY'S
radio station. There is no reason why
Colby Dining Services shouldn't use
Colby radio. The DJs can talk about
Colby issues, give news that students
might care about and play music that
people actually want to listen to.
I am director of sports of WMHB,
and I can't tell you how hard the students, community members and faculty work to make the station function.
Complying with FCC regulations
means filling out tax forms every year,
updating our license and hiring a
lawyer to help us. For what? The ten
or so people who may be listening in
their cars at any given moment? That's
simply not worth it, and we as a
College should support our own radio
station, not some satellite garbage.
Let me give you an example: after
the Bates football game on Saturday
(which was broadcast on the air during lunch time), the only feedback I
got was from a BATES parent. This is
an area where it is really easy to show
support for a Colby organization that
has been around for many years and is
one of the hardest working clubs on
campus. How many clubs at Colby
rely on the community to run it when
school is not m session? How many
clubs have members who have been
there for over 20 years? I can; only
think of one. There is a godd ^hance
that every single one of us has a friend
who either has a radio show Or had
one in a past semester. If we get
WMHB at the dining halls, we show
both solidarity as a school and support to the community, who play a
huge part in making WMHB function.
There are students, community members and faculty who have shows on
WMHB. I think Dining Services should
give the station its due and give it a shot
at least one dinner a week in the dining
halls. In past years, this was tried and
rejected because Dining Services
thought WMHB was a useless entity. I
think we should show them they are
wrong. In the words of station general
manager Dan Burke, "if Colby has a
radio station, >it may as well be put to
good use."

BASSETT:The mayoral
race and my wallet
Continued From Page 4
whined—no wallet
Now there 's no connection
between the election and my wallet.
But I'm stuck in a quagmire much
like the race for mayoralty facing the
tiny group of voters who turn out for
the uncontested seats, and even more
exciting, the race for mayor. We all
saw the mayor accept applause at the
Lovejoy dinner. He looked like the
guy who runs Marden 's. Mr. Dufour,
the Democrat, may well lose.
But if any of you find my wallet,
KEEP TIIF , MONEY AND SEN D
THE CARDS
BACK TO MB. I PROMISE TO
STOP WHINING. PLBEEEEASE!
I'LL EVEN VOTE
REPUBLICAN ,
MAYBE.
,
WHINE WHINE , WHINE!!!
» :
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the animal Mart's contemptible lust
for relations with animals of the same
gender, a violent social and biological aberration doomed in the long-run
to destroy his species unless rightfully eradicated.
Yes, Matt is a dangerous humanimal. He eats and drinks similarly to
the animals around hinf, but do not be
fooled. His want for shelter and food
may seem comfortable and familiar,
but he has somehow manipulated his
natural propensity for heterosexual
reproduction into a dark longing for
"homosexual" relations, the details of
which I will spare the reader of this
now ghastly column. In an effort to
end civilization as we know it, Matt
and his posse of violent queers have
three strict agendas: to destroy the traditional family unit, to cease reproduction and, most importantly, to give
Jesus, Mary and Joseph one collective
slap in the face.
Matt and his deranged groupies

possess the audacity to taint the reputation of our last remaining heroes, the
Big Biblical Three (two perfect, one
not so shabby himself); they stupidly
attack those ever-topical prophets so
important to our consideration of the

How best to
deter a disgraceful, threatening
mass that is
poised for a violent revolution?
present day from their insightful position in the enlightened the first century. If honey were morality, these
blasphemers would be queer-bears. To
uproot these animals, the heroes of our
column, The Christian Civic League
of Maine and the Maine Grassroots

Coajition have suggested a historically successful strategy: our trusty oldfriend, discrimination. Those who
argue that discrimination toward
homosexuals will allow for a more
peaceful, functional state of Maine are
shortsighted. Discrimination is also
wildly fun.
This takes us to Question 1. in
which sensible Manners ask other
sensible Mainers to kindly stri p
homosexuals, animals of a less dignified breed, (hereafter referred to as
those "Against Commandments,
Heteros, Reproduction, Institutions,
Sanctity (all forms), and Ta-tas".
put more simply, the Anti-CHRIST)
of their liberties. As a penalty for
their acts against God and human
nature, it is only right that the AntiCHRIST lose their jobs, their houses
and access to education. Actually, not
just right... brilliant.
How best to deter a disgraceful,
threatening mass that is poised for a

violent revolution? Here's where
Maine's Christian Civic League
shows it true brilliance. Their strategy: take this already aggravated
group of Anti-CHRIST, criticized and
persecuted, and keep pissing them
off, angering them more and more
and more until they. . .peacefully surrender and move to San Francisco?
Sounds perfect.
Animals that like the wrong genitals are just stupid. What to do when
some gross animal prefers a similar
genital as opposed to an opposite
genital? Take this threat, and by any
means possible, eliminate it. Destroy
their lives as expeditiously as you
can, because if not. . .oh man, they
will come after you. . .after your
family, after your children, after your
religion. And they won't rest until
they strip your manow from your
bones in the name of their bloodthirsty rainbow.

Colby looks toward its future without considering the present
By NICK OXENHORN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

. In the wake of a successful
fundraising Kickoff weekend, and
with hopes of future success through
the "Reaching the World" campaign,
Colby 's administration is gearing up
for changes at Colby that will, apparently, make the current campus unrecognizable. Exactly how Colby will
change, only time will tell. But before
the weekend started, I was of the opinion that any improvements in the
future institution would be good.for
me. After all, even though my tenure
as a student here will end this spring, I
assumed that any growth in my future
alma mater would do nothing but

increase the prestige that went along improvements to the college if they services, and how that will have an and probably some kind of pork prodwith the brand on my degree.
were made at the expense of my qual- effect oh current students, they would uct. Foss I will Only describe as hit or
probably point to the renovations miss, and I think that most of you will
But then I went to the Spa on Friday^ ity of life.
night with the simple request of
The story above is of relatively underway in Bob's. This is fair: at understand what I mean.
Incidentally, I do have one good thing
changing a twenty-dollar bill. I went minor importance, but it is indicative least, for those who are here to see it,
up to the register, which was open of a much bigger problem. the d6cor will be improved (although I to say about a recent Dining Services
and being presided over by two idle Specifically, the College is run as a personally enjoyed the darkened hall, endeavor. Good job with the food that
my parents had to pay for on Saturday
employees who were "not qualified" business whose primary goal is not it was kind of cozy).
But how aboutjhe quality of the afternoon, I really enjoyed the chicken
to make change. As I waited for a necessarily the satisfaction of its curworker with the proper training, rent customers. Of course the food served there. Sure they have and polenta. . .and although these were
many Dining Serv ices employees College needs to stay competitive in junk food nights and awesome lunch- the only two choices for main course (is
came up.to me, increasingly rude and its attraction to students, and the es, sometimes. But the meals in polenta a main course?), they were a
oecween mese gems good general survey of food that I would
dismissive, until I left without being only way to do this
are made up of bad expect to find at any genuine BBQ.
helped in any way. I had a bitter taste is through
the
tasting
Chinese
Aside from occasional moments of
in my mouth, but no change in my growth of academic,
food, dry mini-piz- brilliance (see above), the quality of the
wallet. Was it right for me to have athletic and other
zas and breakfast food here has been decreasing since I
been treated with such inconsiderate- programs. But at
for dinner. Those of entered Colby four years ago. Despite
ness just because the College is busy Colby, it seems that
you who are happy the fact that Colby's ranking in this
courting alumni? And it made me this growth is at the
wonder how much I valued future expense of current
with the food, you respect_(accordingto Princeton Review)
might mention the has been dropping, it doesn't seem like
programs.
And
"pasta bar" institut- the College has been paying any attenwhat's worse, the
College doesn't care
ed last year. Let me tion to improving the situation.Although
be the first to tell I take some solace in the fact that the
because they know
that we are locked
you that the pasta thousands of dollars per year it would
bar is a cop-out. take to ensure palatable food are currentin, captivated customers. The major
Making pasta is the ly being invested so that we can speareasiest thjing in the head research on anti-gravitybubbles, I
Some ^toners -simply watch Family irony of attending a
Guy and devour Sun Chips. Others are small liberal arts
world to do; the cannot ignore my stomach's despair.
So the next time you take a bite of
involved in more nefarious plots . college like ours is that you are given flair with which Bobs employees
They dream of capital redistribution, a relatively loud voice, but you are painstakingly throw ingredients into a a soggy burger at Dana or chickenthe abolition of gun ownershipand the made only to speak amongst your- frying pan and heat it up for you has part parmesan at Bobs, the next time
the only net effect of making every- you get a parking ticket at a full
destruction of mainstream American selves.
Try affecting a change in something body wait longer for their food.
Hillside parking lot because the powcivilization. Walking into such an
I wish that my complaints stopped ers-that-be don 't like the image of
environment is analogous to entering simple to test out how much voice you
a free-fire zone. My team vyould prob- actually have. Say, the quality of din- here, but the other dining halls have cars on campus, just keep in mind that
ably spray Raid in an attempt to sub- ing hall food. If you were to ask the their own shortcomings. For example, your disappointment isn't in vain—
due the subjects. They would then be appropriate college personnel about you can be sure of only three things at you're sacrificing so the College can
searched, cuffed and detained.
the improvements planned in dining Dana: lack of variety, small portions take away from students in the future.
By this point, we would have
acquired a hidden room somewhere
on campus. The subjects would then
by Jared Lather
YOU Can 't Roll Oil FaSCISt Wheels
be transferred there. After receiving
¦
inthe green light from our employers,
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we would proceed with the interrogation. Following a certain period of
time, we would ascertain the subject's
source for the marijuana and their further intentions. The
s o> UT . 'C e
would then
be pursued.
Underv
age drinking would
follow the
same pattern. Our
team would
pursue suspects wherever they
happen to
drink. If the
suspect
re m a i n s
belligerent, they will be taken - down
with relish, and not the kind you put
on a hot dog. Basically, rowdy drunks
Will be treated like they live in
Hillside. On rare occasions., our services would be needed off-campus.
We would probably taser a few people
and then steal the alcohol . The sa|d
alcohpl Would then be distributed to
those "in need,"
Some of you are probably wond«ringi "Why would you, enjt>y such an
operation? Detaining your fellow students?' I'll tell you something. I didn't , enjoy what I did in Nicaragua
either. Sometime?, you do what is
needed. It's just business, The advantages to such a program arc obvious.
Security saves money and avoids
needless bureaucratic dithering. Tn
addition, the streets are kcopt clean.
Some of you miry complain. Well , in
the words of the worst Presidedof the
20th century, Jimmy Carter: "JUife
isn't fair,"
'

Specifically, the
College is run as
a business
whose primary
goal is not necessarily the satisfaction of its
current Customers.

Student bonnty nunters :
more efficient than sec
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Alcohol remains a point of contention on any college campus, Colby
is no exception. Some students feel
that the alcohol policies are too onerous and arbitrarily enforced.
Conversely, every citation issued
results in a use of manpower and finite
college resources. Additionally, the
Waterville Police are sometimes
thrown into the fray. 1 pose a solution
to this dilemma: Substance-abuse
Bounty Hunters,
The concept is simple. Security
could contract out most alcohol and
drug infractions to a team of deputized "Bounty Hunters." I volunteer
my services to lead such an effort. If
underage
drinking is
reported, we
respond. No
more citations. No
more paperwork. We
simply seek
out and neutralize the
subjects.
The alcohol
and/or drugs
are confiscated; the
party
is
ended. In
m o r e
extreme cases, the subjects will be
detained and "handled." The Geneva
Convention doesn't apply here. Our
equipment would be largely generic
for tlie trade: stun-guns, plastic bullets
and infrared technology. For easy
mobility, we would use available cars.
We would work whenever we were
needed; our peak demand would be
weekends. For payment, wc would
receive preferential treatment in housing, course selection and concert
admittance. On occasion, free WHOP
would be demanded.
Most of our action would be on particular weekend evenings, I will paint
you a hypothetical scenario. Working
iwithin our olfice, we receive a^ coll
from a frantic student. A pot party Is
occurring within her normally sedate
residence hall, The subjects in question ore being loud and obnoxious,
They remainpotentiallydangerous, In
response, a select team assembles. Pot
parties are predictably unpredictable,
>
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— IN THEIR WORDS — WATERVILLE MAYORAL CANDIDATES

Paul LePage:
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It has been an honor, and privilege serving
in the capacity of Mayor for the City of
Waterville these past two years. During my
term as mayor, the city has made significant
strides forward. However, two years is a short
time to complete a comprehensive turnaround.
1 ask for your support on Election Day so I
may continue the work . our administration
started. Our administration was able to lower
the tax rate one-half mil, we increased the city
treasury by over a million dollars, we paved 27
streets, streamlined city operations and hired
Mike Roy as City Administrator. Mike, a

Colby Alumnus brings valuable experience to help continue moving the city
forward.
On Nov.8, you will be voting for a
new charter, which was a key campaign
promise I made to the Waterville citizens. I urge_you all to support this
important measure. The key component
of the new charter will strengthen the
powers of the Gity Manager and reduce
the powers of the Mayor, something I
believe is vital in moving the city forward. While slight, we have made headway in the area of consolidating
services. We now share a Fire Chief
_jwith Winslow and house Delta
Ambulances in the Firehouse. We need
to do more and if re-elected,Twill work
toward consolidating more services
with surrounding communities. In my
second term, I will continue to work, at collecting delinquent taxes and intensifying city
efforts to develop Head of Falls, the Hathaway
Building, and most importantly our Airport.
We must continue our fiscal responsibility
at improving the city's credit rating and build
our cash reserves. We must continue our
efforts with the State officials in persuading
them to fix state streets, A mayor is human,
and humans make mistakes and I am not perfect. What I am, however, is honest, open, and
hardworking with a great passion for
Waterville, I ask for your vote on November 8.

Don Dufour:
I am running for the office
of Mayor for several reasons.
The lack of economic development in Waterville is one.
Waterville needs to attract
businesses that will provide
good paying jobs and help
broaden the tax base. This
effort will not only allow for
citizens to enjoy a standard of
living enabling them to raise a
family in the area, but it will
also assist in a more stable
Waterville mil rate.
The municipal airport is
another underdeveloped area of concern. The
lack of planning by the current mayor has left
a void in an area that should be thriving not
only as an airport but as a placeof business for
the Airport Business Park.
Regidnalization with area towns to help
decrease operating costs should be expanded
to include other cities and municipalities
where possible. Waterville needs to have a
cooperative relationshi p with Fairfield ,
Oakland and Winslow. The idea of having
those communities as neighborhoods of
Waterville is one that I don't share with my
opponent. They are independent entities and
have their own local government established
by charter. You must respect their autonomy
and work with them to enhance an atmosphere
of mutual cooperation.
Waterville now finds itself lacking afford-

able housing for the elderly. It is time to reestablish a working relationship with
Waterville Housing Authority. We need to set
realisti c goals that will provide housing for
those who desperately need it. There are those
in the administration who say that we do have
lots of available apartments. Unfortunately,
these buildings are not ADA accessible and
most, if not all, are without elevators.
My opponent and I also disagree on the
issue of Colby students voting in local elections. My position is very clear on this. It's a
constitutional right to be able to vote and
should not be dependent on whether you have
paid your excise tax or not. Tstrongly believe
that students have a stake in this community
and have voted responsibly in the_past
These are just a few of the issues that separate me from my opponent.
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Question 2: Bond Issue— (Transportation)
"Do you favor a $33,100,000 bond issue for improvementsto highways and bridges; airports; public transit improvements; state-owned ferry
vessels and ferry and port facilities including port and harbor structures; and statewide bicycle trail and pedestrian improvements that makes the
State eligible for over $158,000,000 in matching funds?"
Pretty straightforward, andfairly standard. Like to get around? Like ways to do it? If you vote yes, the federal government will kick in some
cash, too.
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Question 3: Bond Issue- (Water sources and livestock research)
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"Do you favor an $8,900,000 bond issue for purposes related to agriculture and the environment in anticipation of approximately $31,000,000
in federal funds to be used for sustainable water sources and irrigation system development, loans from a wastewater state revolving fund, grants
from a small community grants program, support of public water system improvements and repairs and improvements to a veterinary technician
facility at the University of Maine?"
'
Ok, so there are two pretty different things going on here. First: Do you want to use $8,900,000 to replace, repair, or upgrade old water facilities and infrastructure in 13 Maine Municipalities? Arid upgrade drinking water infrastructure in Maine in general?
Second: Do you want to give an estimated $800,000 to the University of Maine s' livestock research center (Did you know the ' University of
Maine had a livestock research center??) for maintenance and upgrades? Again, the feds will throw in some extra dough.
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Question 4: Bond Issue- (University expansion and improvements, research funding, small business stimulus and job creation)
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"Do you favor a $20,000,000 bond issue to stimulate economic growth and job creation through investments in the Maine economy in anticipation of approximately $44,000,000 in federal and private funds for medical research and development; marine research and development; equity investments in small Maine companies with potential for hig h growth; the New Century Community Program for capital improvements to
cultural resources; the renovation of Camden Hall on the University of Maine Bangor campus for a graduate school for biomedical science; the
development of the Laboratory for Surface Science Technology; capital costs and equi pment for the career center facility at the University of
Southern Maine's Lewiston-Auburn College; and the development of the Sunrise Business and Career Center in the Town of Jonesboro?"
If you vote yes, millions of dollars will go to improve state universities (including adding a graduate school for biomedical science at UMaine
Bangor), medical and marine research, job creation, and small business growth.
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Question 5: Bond Issue-(Buying up land)

"Do you favor a $12,000,000 bond issue to purchase land and conservation easements statewide from willing sellers for conservation , water
access, wildlife and fish habitat, outdoor recreation, including hunting and fishing, farmland preservation and working waterfront preservation to
be matched by at least $7,000,000 in private and public contributions?"
Did you come to Maine to enjoy the wild? Want more wild to enjoy? Want to guarantee the wild that exists stays wild? This gives the Land for
Maine s' Future program money forfuturepurchases.

t
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Question 6: Bond Issue-C University funding)

"Do you favor a $9,000,000 bond issue to make building renovations at campuses of the University of Maine System , improve and expand
the facilities of the Oshcr Lifelong Learning Institute at the Unive rsity of Southern Maine and make building renovations at campuses of the
Maine Community College System?"
If you vote yes, some of this money goes to improving VMaine campuses in general, $2 million will go to expanding UAM's lifelong learning
center, and $5 million will go to the Maine Community College system to help them deal with the 36 percent increase they 'y e seen in enrollment
in the last two ye^ars (hey, remember the problems caused at Colby by letting in a few extra f irst-years? Multiply that by... a lot).

Question 7: Constitutional Amendment-(Waterfront taxes)

7

"Do you favor amending the Constitution of Maine to permit the Legislature to authorize waterfront land used for commercial fishing activities to be assessed based on the land's current use in a manner similar to treatment now available for farms, open space and forestland?"
Tltbs constitutional amendment will mean that commercialfishingproperty will be assessed far taxes based on the land's current use, not the
potential price the prope rty might get on the market. So,for example, this would mean that a commercialfisherman in Kcnnebunkport would get
taxed on the value that land has to him as a commercialf isherman, not the value it might be if it was bought up by a Bush baking to expand that
compound...

Question
DISCRIMINATION MUST END IN MAINE VOTE YES ON 1, TO PRESERVE
MARRIAGE AND PROTECT MAINE By Maine Won't Discriminate

I urge everyone to vote "No" on Question 1 this
November 8 and end discrimination in Maine. A "No"
vote would uphold a new law that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in employment,
housing, education, credit and public accommodation.
Maine is the only state in New
England that allows this discrimination. ^Although most Maine people
are tolerant, discrimination does
happen; the fear of discrimination
makes it difficult for gay and lesbian
people to live happy and fulfilling
lives. All Wainers have the right to
be treated fairly and to have their
basic humanity recognized.
Both individual testimony offered
during hearings on the law and a
report recently released by the
Center for the Prevention of Hate
Violence (http://www.preventinghate.org/pdfs/glbt.pdf) reveal that
discriminati on is widespread in
Maine, and deeply hurtful to its victims. Of course, victims have no
incentive to report incidents, as the
law does not protect them; and
- speaking out may bring further discrimination or violence. These
reported incidents are therefore but
the tip of the iceberg.
These personal stories include
everything from a lesbian high
school girl spat on and pushed down
half a flight of stairs to a gay man
assaulted at one job and experiencing discrimination in three others,
from a gay couple thrown out of ah
inn to a person denied; a bank loan
because of his sexual identity. Each
describes deep feelings of despair,
degradation, and humiliation.
It is time for the tolerant majority
in Maine to put a stop to this, and to

state firmly that, whether gay or straight, Maine 's residents and guests deserve basic human dignity. Please
vote "No" on Question 1 this November 8, and please
visit http://www.mainewontdiscriminate.com to find out
how you can volunteer.

Governor Baldacci and his homosexual activist friends
are arrogantly forcing on Maine Citizens for the third
On Tuesday, Nov. 8th, Vote Yes on Question 1 to ' . time! . ' .
Preserve Maniage and Protect Maine. A YES vote on
The arguments of the proponents of this new law are
the.
sexual
orientation
REPEAL
Election Day will
law hollow and based on deception. We hear people ask,
"Why shouldn't we give the same rights to homosexuals that everyone else already has?" The simple answer
is, "We already do." Homosexuals, as individuals,
already have all the same rights as everyone else. You
cannot name a right which we all enjoy that homosex' ual do not have.Not one!
This radical law is clearly an attempt to normalize
what is not normal. Homosexuality is not normal.
Bisexuality is not normal. Transgender sexuality is not
normal.They are aberrations and this is one of the most
radical schemes imposed on the people of Maine in a
long time.
Vote YES because "perceived gender identity or
expression", as stated in the law, would permit a man
to show up at work (or school) iri a dress and makeup
and use the women's room and shower facilities. This
type behavior HAS already been ruled legal in
Pennsylvania Courts.
(Source
URL:http://www.
. lifesite.net/ldn/2005/aug/050816O2.html)
Even those who do not accept the Bible can, by
observing the laws of nature and moral law, conclude
that male and female are meant to couple with each
other in marriage. That's not right-wing extremism.
It's what the vast majority of Maine Democrats,
Republicans, liberals, conservatives, Jews, Christians,
Muslims and those with no religion really believe.
Vote YES because every Maine child has a right to
be raised by a mother and a father.
Common sense Mainers who want to Preserve
Marriage and Protect Maine will VOTE YES on
__ Question One.
By the Christian Civic League of Maine

COURTESY OF STATE OF MAINI

Student voter suppression
¦
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There is a recent case of student voter suppression in Maine which highlights some of
the problems college voters may face when trying to vote in the town where they attend
school. In the 2000 general election, students attending Bowdoin College in Brunswick
were (wrongly) informed by the town registrar that by registering to vote in Brunswick
they risk«d losing financial aid, healthcare coverage, and then drivers' licenses, among
other things.Bowdoin students fought back and a peer-education campaign began on campus. Despite this, on Election Day of that year, the registrar was accused of "tricking" students with questions about their residency status. Students contacted a lawyer, who
.challenged what was happening, and the situation was corrected, with many students who
had been denied access at the time allowed to vote later. Following this incident, a state
vtepresentative hied to sponsor legislation that would impose harsher residency requirements on yotersy requirements that would effectively disqualify students from voting, hut
, this was defeated,
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Local issues on the ballot
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Those of us up on the Hill are in Ward 3, so we can vote.for Mayor, the City Charter,
Kennebec Water District Trustees, Ward 3 Warden, and Ward Clerk.

Waterville City Charter
The largest change from the old charter is that the proposed charter will largely remove the
administrative duties of the Mayor and will give those responsibilities to a newly-created office ,
that of "City Manager," a full-time position. The mayor 's salary will be cut from $10,000 to
$5,000 to reflect thi s change.
Other important-changes include: language that allows for and encourages the City Manager
to attend school board meetings , and conversely that allows the Superintendent of Schools to
attend meetings of municipal department heads (to create exchange of information between the
municipal and school sides of the city government); faster methods for filling vacated government seats, and changing the procedures; and the changing of procedures and timetables for the
nomination of candidates for Mayor, City Council and School Board , so that all candidates collect and submit petition signatures in order to appear on the ballot , as opposed to the current system, where Democratic and Republican candidates appear on the ballot following caucus
nominations, and all other candidates must collect signatures , in order to be more fair and allow
more people partici pate,
More information can be found on the Charter Commissions informative and clear websites,
http://www.ci.waterville,me.us/char(ercommission,htm

Kennebec Water District Trustees
You vote for two KLcnnebec Water District Trustees, and there are two on the ballot. The Water
District Trustees represent Waterville at meetings for the Kennebec Water District. They don't
legislate, but they make recommendations to the Water District Superintendent and Engineer,
They also pass motions on issues. They deal with issues of long-range planning, how to maintain water quality, considering land purchases, budgetary issues , etc.

Warden
, Warden is the position that helps administer elections when they do take place. They work
solely during elections, registering people to vote, overseeing voting, etc. Jane Cullen , who has
served before as Warden, is running unopposed.

Ward Clerk
Ward Clerk is the assistant to the Warden , but no one is running. If you 'd like to write someone in, you can,
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Directions to the polls:
- Go east on May flower Hill Dr.
-May flower Hill Dr. becomes North Street , continue on it for about 1.3 miles
-Turn ri ght on Main Street and go .1 mile
-Take a sharp left onto College Avenue and continue until you reach 21CoIlcgc Ave
:

Voting In Maine

:

.

L

You can reg ister to vote in Maine the day you go to the polls on Nov. 8, or any time before that. College students can vote where they
go to school if they meet the residency requirement of the place in which they attend the school, according to the 1979 Supreme
Court case Symm v. U .S. Colby students meet the residency requirements in Maine, but be aware that if you register, you are, tcchnically, a resident (should go without say ing, but.,.). All that really means is that you can 't vote at home*. The Echo called up the
Admissions and financial Aid office to make sure it wouldn 't affect scholarshi ps, Mere is a verb atim transcri ption of the conversation:

^H
^H
^|
^H
^H

Echo; "So, if a student registered to vote in Maine, can that ever affect their financial nicl?"
Steve Thomas, director of Admissions: "No."
Echo: "What if it's a scholarship from their home state?"
Steve Thomas: "No"
Echo: "Um...ok. Thanks. 'Bye."
Steve Thomas: "You 're welcome. 'Bye."

^H
^H
^|
^M
H
^H

?However, our helpful League of Progressive Voters Voter Guide cites potential conflicts for students" hailing from Massachusetts and
New Hampshire if you have no tax records in those states , for Rhode Island one should check in to
www.riheaa.org/borrowei'.s/graiit.s/policie.s
.htm 1 before registering in Maine and Pennsylvania natives may compromise their state grants
or scholarships

^|
^H
^|
^H

-If you do go to vote, bring your Colby ID as proof of identity and residency, and to be safe Wnterville Voter Registration recommends
bring ing something else with your name on it , like a driver 's license or piece of mail,
-If even after reading this informative guide you forget to bring evidence that establishes your identity and/or residency, you have the
right to be placed on the voter list and cast a '"challenged ballot,"
-If you 're already registered, you don 't need ID to get the ballot.
-If you are in line when the polls close, you can still vote. (But since we know you are getting there early, this shouldn 't be a problem.)

^H
^M
^M
^fl
^M
^M

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS OR ARE DENIED THE RIGHT TO VOTE, CALL THE ELECTIONS DIVISION OF THE
STATE OF MAINE IMMEDIATELY AT 207-624-7650

H
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this week
THURSDAY, NOV. 3

• Poetry Workshop
6:45 p.m.
Miller Library/008

|
'
|
|

FRIDAY, NOV. 4
• International Coffee Hour
4:30-6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• SPB Coffeehouse Presents
KingDjango
8 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• The Jump Off: Hip Hop &
Poetry Concert
8 p.m.
Cotter Union/Page Commons

SATURDAY, NOV. 5
• lightly Known People. Sletch
Comedy Workshop
3 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.
I
Cotter Union/ 219 Lounge
i - Colby Jazz Band: The
School of Cool Had a Baby
7:30 p.m.
"
:
Lorimer
Chapel
,
SUNDAY, NOV.*

• Referendum and the Maine
Gay Men's Chorus
, 2 p.m. ¦' ' ¦ ¦ . '
Bixler/ 178 Given Auditorium
> How to Make an Apple Pie
3 p.m. ;
Cotter Union/157 Pugh
Center Kitchen

Esp eranza.
' Intermlsunshine m
By NIKOLAI BARNWELL
STAFF WRITER

The following review is not based
entirely on facts made up by myself. I
cannot guarantee that none of the
events actually did not happen, nor
that I was actually riot there.
It's cold. It's really cold. It's
Thursday evening around 8 p.m.
Even though it is not raining, the biting Maine-fall; makes everything
resemble smelly, wet, socks. And
except for if you're into walking
around by yourself, pretending that
you're in a Stephen King Bestseller,
there's nothing about this grey
evening that can woo a face cut from
behind warm hats and scarves.
I am walking down towards the
Spa. The campus is awfully quiet, so
I'm kicking the autumn leaves about
and mumbling word s about the New
England weather that I, as a foreign
student, would not know how to
translate without insulting every
innocent being north of Bostonjust to break the silence that makes
the dull duller.
Then, suddenly the sun breaks
through the clouds (and this really is
a miracle as it is eight o'clock and
the sun has set long ago), all the
leaves around me turn to bright
white sand, the naked trees into
bending palms and the air changes
from wet socks to a fresh Caribbean
breeze. Confused, I look up and my

eyes meet a small group of college
girls, who are in the middle of stripping off their heavy fall collection,
revealing tanned bodies in bikinis,
One of them walks up to me and—
with no words, only smiles and gestures—helps one out of my winter
outfit. I feel the sand is burning
under my feet and the heat reaches
the level of uncomfortable as another girl walks up to
me, offering me an
alcohol-free
Pifia
Colada to quell my
thirst.
In the same second, a voice blasts
from behind "Grupo
Esperanza" and a
well-known calypso
tune follows (one of
those
everyone
knows and no one
knows the title of).
Only now I realize
that I am in the Spa
and that this magical
transformation is coursed by the
orchestra standing on the bamboo
stage hi the corner.
Looking around again, I realize
that Spa Beach is actually quite
empty, and with their ten-man band
[Joe Parra (alto arid baritone sax),
Adam Montminy (tenor sax and
clave), Eric Ambrose (trombone),
Stephanie Reed (piano) (_ Lucas
Desmond (tenor sax), Mike Nelson
(trumpet), Rah Jupiter (tirnbales),

Dylan Blanchard (percussion), Tim
Cooper (percussion) and Jeff
McCreight (bass)] I get the impression of there being more people on
stage than off. Nevertheless, Grupo
Esperanza says after their first song,
that they are so and so thrilled to be
there and so happy that we are there.
This is the token opening phrase and
normally T believe it because I'm
very drunk—this
time I am not,
but they are all
one big smile
and the sincerity
with which each
of the notes is
delivered makes
me believe them.
G r u p o
Esperanza (translated as '?Hope")
is a Portlandbased
AfroCuban
band.
have
They
played together
for about two years, which is clear
from their joyous play with tunes,
instruments and each other on stage.
The few people who made their way
to this Thursday night haven are
either dancing away in the sand or
rocking in the shaded hammocks.
The music they play is typical AfroCuban music, best described to the
unfamiliar as a Buena Vista Social
Club-style—but ¦'the - ' setup' and the
details far from it: With a small back-

Grupo Esperanza
manages to come
across with an
authentic, original sound in a
relatively densely-populated
genre.

ing rhythmic section, consisting only
of piano and bass, the front and focus
group consisted of four percussionists and behind them, adding the
melodic ornaments, four amazingly
tight wind players, dropping delicious jazzy solos on top of Caribbean
salsa and calypso rhythms, Grupo
Esperanza manages to come across
•with an authentic, original sound in a
relatively densely-populated genre.
They mostly play covers, picked up
from their own favorite recordings,
hut Stephanie and Rah add to the
tepertoire with their own in-style
compositions. This concert is their
first visit to Colby.
As the minutes roll by, more and
more students seem to discover that
the sun , still shines in the Spa and
swaying to the beats of Coltrane
Cuban-covers and classic marnbo
tunes, the Spa slowly fills up. By the
end of the concert, so many people
have decided to exchange books for
bikinis that Grupo Esperanza is
begged (literally by girls on their
knees) to stay and keep the Mainedarkness away for a couple of extra
songs. But even the Cuban sun sets
and even though people are hanging
around to catch the last of its beams
it is slowly given way to the wet
socks again and the only thing I manage to grasp before the sand runs
through
my
fingers
is
myspace.com/grupoesperanza.

Grafters commandeer the Golby Field House for the annual Craft Fair
By PALMER MCAULIFF
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For six hours on Saturday, the
Field House was transformed from a
place of athletics to a place for the
arts. The 34th annual Colby Craft Fair
was attended by parents, students and
community members. There were
over 80 crafters selling a variety of
items from the interesting to the practical to the esoteric. These items
included pottery, bird houses made
... ... -, . -^j,, ^^ If-,.. . i
!_ ¦¦-_—_—— 1„ i J
from discarded junk, balsam fir pil- L_
MOLLY WARREN/THE COLBY ECHO
lows, jewelry, Japanese origami, bas- Over 80 crafters were in attendance at the Colby Craft Fair this Saturday.
kets, metal cast toy soldiers, woolen
sweaters, note cards with pressed
f lowers, pet accessories and a select said. This means that craf ters must need not reapply in the future years,
offering of edible treats. There was send their work to a committee of as they are guaranteed a space.
something there for nearly everyone. judges who select from approximate- Because of this, many of the same
Deborah Thurston, the organizer of ly 35 applicants every year to fill the crafters appear year after year with
the craft fair, was excited about this eight or ten available openings. Once their work. "We really try to get a
year's fair. "It is a juried fair," she a crafter is admitted into the fair, they variety, of crafters at the show. All of

maple and falling leaves, it is the perfect Autumn beer. It isn 't quite as
heav y as a dopple-boch, but the flavor is strong. It 's smoky and haunting. Jazzercizc Jenny had this to say:
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
"It tastes like a chimney..."
"Yes," the Purchaser agreed. "In
The ales of the week were chosen fact, I can't breathe." Was, it the beer or
as a response to two separate but the stifling presence of mom and dad?
familiar sets of circumstances:
It's hard to figure out exactly what
Basement Betty (Molina Markos)' s you 're tasting in Dead <Quy. Described
nostalgia for a hometown brew, and a with words like apple,: cheddar,
quick escape from the impending decomposing bodies and, most imporordeal of parents ' weekend. Our tantl y, brown shoogah, the beer has an
Purchaser (Kate MacBain '06) turned interesting and inviting flavor. It
to Joka 's last Friday afternoon to find screams, "Drink me!"
possible consolation in a bottle of
Not wishing to completely ignore
Rogue's Dead Guy Ale. She could the local happenings , they turned to
only afford a pint after spending a Atlantic Brewing Company's Bar
small fortune on n six-pack of the Ilnrbor Real Ale: definitely•"'more
Atlantic Brewing Company 's Bar real , less dead. Tootsie-Bake»a«Pie
Harbor Real Ale in an attempt to (Caroline Cotter '06) lovedT it, CHir
change Basement Betty and her her- domestic diva 's voice jumped
mit-like habits, Returning home to a octaves hi gher as she sipped Real
house swarming with parents , she Ale and caught the nrorria of fye perand the roommates lost no time get- fect chocolate cupcakes : baking jn
ting down to business.
the oven, imag ining serving th«in to
They began with the Rogue Dead that mysterious someone: ''This beet
Guy Ale, a native of Newport , would be swell with'a burly mim;Tt '4
Oregon.The Purchaser couldn 't wait perfect for a fireside romance. Burly
to begin: unfortunately, she finished men warm my oven moie than my
her portion before the toast. The beer cupcakes—but wait, whore are, .my
, .'it '
was "colorful ," perfect for a rainy potholdcrs?"
j
day in the cemetery. Jazzercizc Jenny
Fit for a dark , Maine winter' night,
(Lauren Simmons '06), the health Bar Harbor Real Ale evokes tltft-feeiconscious roommate , enjoyed the ing of the place from vriii^c^bs!
healthy dose of fiber, but the carbs the ocean. Since the Pufchajw had
were a bit overpowering for her diet. finished her beer, she resorted to lick"Rogue is earthy, and I would know ing the bottle. "It tastes like salt and
because the earth is my mother," said fishermen 's hands!"
the Purchaser. With hints of caramel.
"Tastes like blackout," said

Basement Betty, the resident hermit.
Between bouts of uncontrollable
jazzercising, Jazzercizc Jenny
huffed, "Less like hands. More like
fish.,.Fish popsiclcsP
Sherry Shellac (Ernilie Slack l 06),
a bit stingy and slightl y harder to
please, finally piped in with her
assessment. "This is good, but it
would be much better if it came as a
donntiori... from The Echo."
Basement Betty responded with
her inernories of the sea followed by
ni ghts at the bar nursing Real Ale
straight from the tap. She 'd had
some rough nights on the stormy
Atlantic. "This beer brings it all
back- The taste is deeper than
Captain Baxter 's eyes,"
"But ,, doohh—I like it ," from
Jazzercizc Jenny "All this working
out has worked me iip. I'll ring your
bell buoy, further evoking the marinelike taste of the ale,,."
;, Orie taster admitted , "Well, I cerjiliftly wouldn't get 'bombed' on any
of these beers...too much to think
about...so complex and nostalgic."
The rest agreed, noting the presence
of the keg of Natty in kitchen..,
Overall , the Bar Harbor Real Ale
elicited more of a response , which
prompted Editor-in-Chief Steven Q,
Weinberg^P6, esq;, to say, "Try and
taHc te^ abttat , objectify ing women.
Mot-'pfeot^'tiie beer,"
, AndV<i*drt»nk.
"And I'rh ii heavy breather," snid
low-blood sugar Jazzercize Jenny,
collapsing in the comer.

SHOPGIRL
R Nightly at 5:05, 7: 10, and
9:15; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 12:55 and 3:00
NORTH COUNTRY
R Nightly at 7:00; also matinees
Sat. and Sun. at 2:40
PROOF
PG-13 Nightly at 5:00 and 9:20;
also matinees Sat. and Sun. at
12:40
.

Spring Break 2006
with Student Travel
Services to Jamaica,
Mexico/ Bahamas and
Florida.
Are you connected?^
Sell Trips, Earn
Cash &TraveI Free!
Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
Money for College.
The Army is currently offering
sizeable bonuses of up to $20,000.
In addition to the cash bonuses,
you may qualify for uprt6'$70,06^
for college through the
Montgomery GI BUI and Army
College Fund. Or you cpUld pay
back up to $65,000 of qualifying
student loans through the Army's
Loan Repayment Program. To find
out more, call (207) 873-2594.

NadaSurf s ''The Weight is a Gif t" : not a stand-out album
STAFF WRITER

Fireside Beer Chats: We 're getting into more than your living room

who sells her own pottery-and is one
of the founders of the craft fair. The
fair was a success the second year and
has been- ever since. According to
Connie Dudley, who ran the fair for
18 years, "The flow of people was
slower this morning than it has been
in past years, but it's been steady all
day." Crafter Carol Wynne, who' was
selling scarves and handbags, felt
very positive about her first year at
the fair. Based on the number of packages leaving the field house, it
appeared to be a success for both
those selling and purchasing at this
year's craft fair.

GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD
LUCK
PG Nightly at 5:25, 7:20 and
9:15.; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 1:15 Noon and 3:15

CD Review

By TODD OLMSTEAD

Beer Review

By KATE MACBAIN, MELINA
MARKOS, LAUREN SIMMONS,
EMILIE SLACK, and CAROLINE
COTTER

the work is handcrafted, sold by the
crafters themselves," said Thurston.
One of the attendees commented,
"This is a great craft show, with
items that are very diverse and of
high quality. It's one of the best inthe
state." One section of the show area
was specifically for Colby faculty
and their family members to sell
their own crafts.
The Colby Craft Fair started in
Colby's pottery: club_sjtudio 34 years
ago as an auction to support crafts at
Colby. "We made very little money so
decided to turn it into a craft fair the
following year," said Nancy Meader,

On Screen Fri.
Nov. 4 through Thurs. Nov.10

It appears that Nada Surf will forever be inextricabl y linked to their
1996 hit "Popular," a quirky Imt
catchy satire about hi gh school
social life. Seriously, Google "The
Weight is a Gift" and nearly every
review you read will make an allusion to this lost-but-not-forgotten
pop gem of the mid-90s Wcezerinduced power-pop renaissance.
And so the point is proven: here you
arc, reading The Echo with your
morning coffee and the first sen-

Nada Surf certainly isn't redefining
guitar techniques;
they're getting by
on power chords
and arpeggios.
tence of this review mentions the
song. But, you see, I had to do it;
otherwise half of this audience
would say "Nada who'/" and move
on to the next article.
This isn't fair to the band though ,
You would think that after nmc
years together and three albums
post-"Popular," people could talk
about them in the present and not in
the past, and respect them for be ing
the tireless indie-rock soldiers that
they arc. It's an independent success story that could make any
jaded music fan smile (major label
wants another goofy single, band
doesn't cave in to the pressure,
major label drops band, band resurrects itself on indie label and tours

its collective butt off). That's a
nice story, Todd, but what the
hell docs this have to do with
"The Weight is a Gift?" Well,
they don't exactly sound like
they did back in 1996, but
they've had something good
going on their last two albums,
and The Weight is a Gift is no
different. It's not great . It's not
bad. It's just your average guitar-pop album , inoffensive and
catchy, but something that is
unlikel y to stay in your CD
changer for very long.
"Concrete Bed" is a good opener,
akin to "Blizzard of 77," which
opened their 2003 effort "Let Go." It
is energetic, fast and melodic, driven
by acoustic instead of electric guitar.
Unlike most guitar oriented albums,
the acoustic guitar is the driving
force. But Nada Surf certainly isn't
redefining guitar techni ques; they're
getting by on power chords and
arpeggios. "Concrete Bed" is one of
the standout tracks on the album ,
and its lyrical themes ol overcoming
depression run throughout the
record, On the opener, singer
Matthew Caws sings "The world's
locked up in your head /You've been
pouring it a concrete bed/Your
habits ossify/you don't realize you're
fried," then comes the easy chorus
of "To find someone you love/
You've gotta be someone you love."
This ndvicc may sound trite, but
somehow, coming from Caws it
seems to bo wise beyond years. It's
not a self-help lyric, it's a realization
from a 38 year old man who is living
every day just like the rest of us.
The first three songs are the
strongest, with "Always Love" featuring a similarly simple chorus of
"Always love/hate will get you
every, time/always love/even when
you want to fight. " But again ,

The Weight Is a Gift
Nada Surf

Caws isn 't just repeating phrases he
read in a Dr. Phil book , it's clear
that he came to these terms with
himself , which makes them feel
tru er and smarter than the most
poetic lines by other bands . The
best song on the record , and one of
Nada Surfs strongest songs overall , is "Do It Again." This song is
the most varied , between the
melancholy of the verses and the
fast drumming and beautiful liarmonies of the chorus , and again
Caws is dispensing wisdom , albeit
may be for no one other than himself: "May be this weight was a gift
/Like 1 had to sec what I could I ift."
Unfortunately, between the first
three tunes and the closer ,
"Imag inary Friends ," which best
captures the atmospheric production of Death Cab guitarist Chris
Walla , who oversaw the whole
process, there's not a whole lot to
get excited about. It's a good listen, but it 's not great. There 's certainl y nothing wrong with it. Still ,
I feel a grin creeping across my
face to see these veterans continuing to do what they do, like a big
"screw you" from them and their
fans to the major label music
industry and anyone who wrote ofl
this "one-hit wonder."

The Real Inspe ctor Hound both amuses
and confu ses Black Box audience s
By DAN BURKE
STAFF WRITER

Plays that usually come out of the
Black Box Theatre in Runnals have a
certain mystique to them. The Black
Box is a cramped arid dark space, and
the plays that are put on there are out
of the ordinary and hot as well publicized as the plays upstairs in Strider
Theatre. The Real Inspector Hound is
no exception to this rule, but it was an
overall enjoyable play despite being
very confusing.
Every audience member was handed a bland pamphlet that listed the
name of the play and its cast and crew,
biit nothing about the plot or even the
play's basic premise. The onl y plot
hint was a warning from the usher
before the show that there would be
three recorded gunshots being played
throughout the night .
The play began with Trevor
Hardigan '09 wandering around the
audience. He eventuall y found his seat
next to the stage; where Meris Esterly
'06 was also sitting. Through their dialogue, it was revealed that Esterly and
Hardigan were playing two eccentric
critics whose job it was to review a
play-within-a-p lay. Esterly played
"Moon," a sadistic critic who was
afraid to admit she wished her husband was dead, and Hardigan played
Birdboot, a paranoid British critic who
had adulterous thoughts and was deadly afraid of someone calling him out
on them. Moon and Birdboot were
indeed odd characters who made
somewhat of a Greek chorus for the
imaginative play. It took a little while
for Esterly and . Hardi gan to get into
character in the beginning, but they
got better as the play rolled oh.
After considerable back and forth
dialogue between Moon and Birdboot,
the play-within-a-play began. Esther
Boyd '09 played an osteoporosis-ridden bed and breakfast owner, Mrs.
Drudge, whose performance was simi-

lar to Riff Raff from the Rocky Horror
Picture Show. As the play begins, Mrs.
Drudge walks slowly on to the stage
and happens to turn on the radio right
when a special report is being
announced. The radio reports that a
serial killer is on the loose; matching
the exact description of Simon
Gascoyne, played by Steve Holt '09.
At this point in the play, it is uncertain
whether this play as a whole is a comedy, a murder mystery or both.
Soon enough, a love triangle is
added to the list of genres this play
covers. The triangle includes Simon
Gascoyne, the jealous , high clas s

While the audience laughed,
they also shook
their heads and
wondered what
happened,..this
play would have
fit in perfectly
on an episode of _
Monty Python's
Flying Circus.
Felicity Cunningham (Rebekah Fasel
'08), and the gold digging, seductive,
yet equally jealous Cynthia Muldoon
(Cybill Gayatin '07). This play
resembles "Days of Our Lives" even
more when Cynthia is revealed to be
the widow of Albert Muldoon, and
then marries his crippled half-brother
Magnus Muldoon, played very well
by Tim Miller '08. Miller 's presence
alone with his wheelchair and rather
long beard catapulted this play into
the depths of strangeness, and his
strange but memorable lines such as
"I'll think I'll go oil my gun" kept the

audience laughing.
The murder mystery begins when
Simon gets shot, and Inspector Hound
comes in to investigate. Aaron Stepka
'06 played Inspector Hound in a performance similar to Inspector Jacques
Clouseau from the Pink Panther
series. Stepka 's. presence solidified
this play as a comedy, and the audience began to warm up to the play
more after Stepka's presence.
However, after Stepka left the
stage, the play took a strange turn:
Birdboot got On stage, and the supporting characters began to act as if he
was Simon Gascoyne. Then, like the
previous ,Simon Gascoyne, Birdboot
gets shot and Moon comes on the
stage to investigate Birdboot's murder. If this sounds confusing to you as
you 're reading this, it was even more
confusing watching it. Ironically
enough, both Esterly and Hardigan
really began to shine in their roles the
weirder the play got. They acted brilliantly as two sane people caught up
in an insane , world, and becoming
more insane as a result.
It was tough to review this play
because it is, in essence, a farce. It's a
comedy about a play within a play,
and it makes fun of murder mysteries,
soap operas and the audience who
comes to see the play all at the same
time. While the audience laughed,
they also shook their heads and wondered what happened. There is no
doubt that this play would have fit in
perfectly on an episode of Monty
Python's Flying Circus.
The Real Inspector Hound marked
the directorial debut of Dustih Hilt '08
and Issac .Needell '08. Needell also
made the directorial sacrifice by lying
on the stage the entire time playing the
"Dead Body." Hilt provided the voice
of the radio announcer who made the
special reports. Overall, The Real
Inspector Hound, no matter how confusing, proved to be quite an amusing
and entertaining performance.

Colby College 's curious Halloween customs
dances, punch and French maids , oh my!
By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

As my girlfriends and I frolicked"
over to Cotter Union for the infamous Halloween Dance this past
Saturday, I got to thinking about the
strange customs that have come to
be associated with ghoulish holiday.
For college campuses in particular ,
Oct, 3 1 marks an interesting ni ght of
celebration: instead of witches and
ghosts trick-or-treating from door to
door, there are slews of young
women prancing around in skimpy
costumes , there are more vats of
punch being filled and refilled than
bags of cand y, and , strangel y
enough , Halloween is celebrated the
weekend before all-hallows-cve.
Desp ite these curious rituals ,
Halloween is always a success, and ,
thanks to the event-p lanning skills of
the Student Programming Hoard and
Social livents Committee Chair ,
Meaghan Fitzgerald 'OH , this
May flower Hill Halloween was
exceptionally memorable.
U pon arriving at (he dance around
11:30 p.m., it was clear that the SI'H
was doing something rig ht this year.

J u n e Bug

For one thing, it was only 30 minutes
into the dance and there were already
groups of people spilling in and out of
the front doors of Cotter. "The dance
itself,- 1 felt, was an enormous success,"
remarked Fitzgerald, "We tried something new for this event and moved the
start time back until 11 p.m....to cut out
the hour 'lag time ' that some dances
tend to have where there is a very small
crowd at the start."
This "lag time" was certainly cut
down; once inside , you could barely
move your feet it was so packed , and
I soon found my twin for the ni ght,
Ashley Olsen , and myself (Mary Kate) getting separated from the
group. Luckily we were able to
maneuver our way to the center of
the stage to get our dance-on.
Looking around , 1 saw roller-gi rls,
bumble bees, lad y bugs, jungle men ,
chocolate kisses, bell y dancers and
gypsies—oh my! However it was
quite strange to see a lion leaving a
dance , hand-in-hand With a French
maid. But I guess every dog—or cat
for that matter—has his day.
Adding to a more wholesome
Halloween tradition was the traditional costume contest . Willy Wonka
(li van Footer '09) and his gang of

sugar-hungry Golden-ticket winners
won for "Best Group" of the night.
Liz Wyckoff '06 and her group of
leaf-dressed Adams and Eves won
for best pair. Ali Coughlin '09 came
in first for "Sketchiest" costume for
her Kissing Booth attire. Lane
Mahoney '09 won "Best Lookalike"
with her timeless Jackie O impression (Think big black sunglasses, little Park Avenue dress, and high
bun). And lastly, Michael Wolk '07
won "Best Overall" for his "Washing
machine costume. All winners
received a $50 to amazon.com, and
all groups will get a $50 to Pad Thai
2. Fitzgerald wanted to make it clear
that , "the pictures of the winning
costumes will be available to view
on
the
SPB
website
(www.colby.edu/spb) as wel l as a
link to all of the runners up in an
online photo gallery—these images
should be up in the next two weeks."
So may be Halloween has gotten a
little "shady " on college campuses
these days , but at least we still know
how to celebrate and have a great
time. Hope you guys all enjoyed it!
Don 't forget to cheek out
WNV W.colb y.edu/s pb for upcoming
photos of the event.

SPOTLIGHT ON TH E ARTS

Naftali Avari
Class Dinner, the Green House BBQ
and the Vote Louder Campaign. They
were even asked to open for "Roots
of Creation," who played in the
Coffee House last month.
"What helped?" I asked. "We've
gotten a lot more experi enced, gotten our name out there through different channels. We had some
experience recording and that contributed too," they explained. Their
music usually comes from Phish,
The Beatles, Grateful Dead and Jimi
Hendrix, but Caplan has also written some original songs, with David
and Obstfeld arrang ing music for
their respective parts.

nine and picked up the electric bass
in high school. At Colby he's taken
; STAFF WRITER
up playing with the Jazz Band and
has branched out into a couple of jazz
A twist in the spotlight tale... I
quartets. He also currently serves as
bring you a triple whammy this -week
the Treasurer of Musicians* Alliance,
in the form of Colby's most promiand apparently "does more work that
band:
nent and entirely student run
Avi does as the president of the club."
"Naftali Avari." Originally launched
Of course, David didn 't think so, but
as "Mavio," this group consists of
after that playful spat, I learnt that
Avi David '08-a music major from
David has played the recorder, humNewton, Massachusetts, Jake
pet and violin at different points in
Obstfeld 'OS-^—a mathematical scihis life aside of the time he's spent
ences major and music minor, and
learning and playing the electric guiMatthew Caplan '08—an anthropoltar. "I played some flamenco guitar in
ogy major and French minor, both
Salamanca and Cuba as well"—a
from New York; When playing
truly international ear for music. He
together they have David on
too plays in the Jazz band and
the electric guitar, Caplan on
also sings in Chorale at Colby,
the acoustic guitar and as the
Most recently, he composed and
lead vocalist while Obstfeld '
arranged music for Alan Clark's
plays the electric bass!
Guerrero and performed alongTheir story starts on a
side the actors onstage—a new
balmy fall day a year ago,
but enjoyable experience for
when two fresh-faced firsthim. "I didn 't feel like one of the
years spent their bus ride back
cast...the director would give me
from COOT talking about
an emotion and I'd try to reprecommon musical interests.
sent it musically. It was a lot of
David and Caplan enjoyed
improvising to fit the dialogue
. ' . . DANA EISENBERG/7HE COLBY ECHO
each other 's company and, Avram David '08, Jake Obstfeld"08, and
between characters," he said.
like all eager first-years dur- Matthew Caplan '08.
Together, they make good haring orientation, made plans
mony (no pun intended)—
Between them, the years and "We're great friends...when we're
for the evening. But the evening
turned out quite different from the diversity of musical training are jamming together it's real communiusual rambunctious scene; instead it astounding. Caplan took piano cation without words and when we're
ended with the two performing to a lessons for eight years, has played on live, it's really exciting to extend
host of people who had stopped by the drums for 12 years now and the that to other people."
the room on hearing them strum out guitar for five. Incidentall y^ his
So, what can Ave expect from this
various tunes on their guitars. : An grandmother is the famous opera multi farious band in the coming
idea was born. Caplan had played singer Irene Jordan—miiSicaHalent months? "We're always open to new
with Obstfeld in high school and must runin this family! He played in musicians and we're thinking of
when he joined the group, the trio a couple of . eclectic bands in high using a pianist We've started playwas complete. Obviously, there has school,, notably one named "Almost ing with Peter Matson '09 oh the
been no looking back—since then, Good" in which he played with acoustic guitar and with Matt playthey've hit up every green light they Obstfeld previously.
ing drums and we like that combo a
Obstfeld began telling me about lot because it's music that gets peocould lay their hands on.
Not that the invitations haven 't his musical career by stressing that p le dancing, " the group said.
been coming. Individually,-and as . a "conquering the universe was [his] They 're trying to arrange a show in
band, they've received a lot more first passion..;" so music is, in effect, December but are having some trourecognition this year when compared secondary. He also suggested that I ble getting a slot in: the Coffee
to the last. Recent engagements for use the word "sexy" to describe him House. "But you 'll see us before
the band include performances at the somewhere in this article. That aside, that..." and that 's a promise straight
Capital Campaign Kickoff, 2008 he! began playing at the age of the from the horse's mouth .

By JOEROSE THARAKAJM
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True Tales of Terror and Truth from Colby Security by steven Weinberg
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Bates ends Mules' season with comeback win Women 's rugby ties Tufts
By DAN SGHUPACK
,

STAFF WRITER

The Mules field hockey team took
on a very over-matched team from St.
Joseph's College on Wednesday, Oct.
26, on the Bill Alfond Field. Colby
dominated possession of the ball for
the entire game and out shot St.
Joseph's 33-2. Colby started the scoring about eight minutes into the game
when sophomore forward Jen Reilly
took a pass from junior forward
Chrissy Maloney and shot it into the
net. The Mules continued their assault
on the St. Joseph's net and scored two
more times in the next three minutes
of action. Both of these goals were
ECHO FILE PHOTO
unassisted and scored by Mary Clare Despite a 2-0 lead, the Bobcats fought back to take a 3-2 win against the
Snediker '09. Right before halftime, Mules. The win ended the seasonfor Colby f ield hockey.
first-year forward Jessica Crouch
scored her first collegiate goal to give
ended her season with the highest an unassisted goal by Snediker. Colby,
the Mules a 4-0 halftime advantage.
The Mules continued their domi- save percentage in the New England who out shot the Bobcats 20-11 for the
nance in the second half, scoring six Small College Athletic "Conference, game, continued to press the ball at
the Bates goal. Later in the half,
more times before the final whistle with .889.
Colby
took
the
field
again
on
Snediker scored another unassisted
half
goals
were
sounded. The second
Saturday
to
take
on
in
state
and
goal, giving the Mules a 2-0 lead. The
scored for the Mules by Maloney,
Reilly, Snediker, Crouch and junior NESCAC rival Bates College. The goal gave Snediker a team leading
Sara Manoli, who scored twice in the winner of the game would go on to nine tallies for the season; she is fifth
half. Colby's defense held strong for face Middlebury in the first round of in the NESCAC for average goals per
the entire game, only allowing St. the NESCAC tournament and the game with .75. Colby's defense held
Joseph's to get off two shots. Goalie loser's season would "be over. The the Bobcats in check for the rest of the
Molly Rice '07 made one save for Mules got off to a fast start and took a half and the score was still 2-0 at the
the Mules to get the shutout. Rice 1-0 lead 13 minutes into the game on halftime break.

The second half was an entirely different game for the Bobcats. They
came out fighting hard to get back in
the game and slowly but surely, they
did. With 20 minutes to go in the
game, Bates scored their first goal of
the game. Junior Allison Marshall
took a feed from senior Brooke
Anable and put it past the Mules
defense to cut the lead in half. Just
three minutes later, the Bobcats struck
again,.this time with first-year Emily
Sampson scoring to tie the game 2-2.
Bates continued to ride this momentum and to put pressure on the Colby
defense. With 11 minutes to go in the
game, Bates scored again to take the
lead from the Mules. First-year
Rachel Greenwood took a pass from
fellow first-year Abby Childs to score
the third goal of the game. Both teams
fought hard till the end of the game,
but neither was able to score again.
Jamie Enos '08 had six saves for the
Mules. Enos ended the season in second place in the NESCAC for saves
per game, with an average of 10.5.
"Although the loss was really unexpected and disappointing to us," firstyear forward Chelsea Rosenheimer
said, "I think it will motivate us in the
off season to come out even harder
next year." The loss ended the Mules
season with a record of 5-8 overall and
1-8 in NESCAC league play.

The Echo and Colby football: Wh y can 't we be friendsf
season is public knowledge and
should not be avoided by The Echo
and furthermore is perfectly acceptable material to be parodied. I mean,,
did ESPN take note Of the baseball
team because they tried really, really
hard but tragically ended their 2005
season without a single victory? No, it
was clearly for entertainment if not
comedic purposes. .
By ZACH BySSEM
But, however you feel about these
two instances it must be recognized
You may have noticed that the that nobody benefits from the team's
Colby football team, including both silence. Obviously The Echo is hurt as
players and coaches, is no longer talk- they cannot provide the comprehening to The Echo. You may have also
noticed that as a result of the team's
silence The Echo has stopped covering the football team without the
recourses to produce what the editors
deem to be adequate coverage.
Let's play catch-up: In the joke
issue of The Echo in the spring of
2004, a member of the football team
was singled out and parodied for
actions unrelated to his status as a
football player. The coaching staff has
been silent ever since. Then, in the
joke issue for spring 20O5 The Echo
made fun of the Colby baseball team's
winless season and the players, several of whom play for both teams, have
since joined the coaches in their
refusal to talk to The Echo.
sive coverage of Colby athletes that
It seems to me that the 2004 article they work so hard to ensure. Similarly,
was an unfair attack by The Echo on the football team is hurt. It 's a public
perhaps the team's most prominent relations gaffe. The team -wants stuplayer. The article singled him out for dents to support them and attend
off the field actions in the sports sec- games, but this is far less likely withtion. If he had not been a football out coverage in The Echo.
player of such prominence they would
This is indicative of a pervading
likely have never published the article. attitude among Colby athletes.
In this way it was unfair that an athlete Athletes want to be cheered but not
be ridiculed for actions, albeit stupid, booed. They think that students should
that had nothing to do with him being applaud their accomplishments—and
an athlete.
we should—but they do not think that
However, in the latter case, I must we have the right to heckle. Well, we
say that The Echo was perfectly with- do have the right to heckle. As 1
in their right to make fun of the win- believe fans that purchase a ticket
less baseball team. The team 's dismal have purchased the right to boo, stu-

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG

University in final game
By WALTERCAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday the women 's
rugby team had an exciting last game
of their fall season, during which they
tied the Tufts University team 19-19.
The men's team was not able to come
out of the weekend victorious, falling
to Middlebury College 27-7.
In the first half of the match,
Colby's A side played and was able to
obtain a score of 19-0.
Sarah Belden '06, CoCaptain
Lauren
Ericksqn '06 and Kaila
Saxe '08 all scored tries
in the first half. In addition Brittany Hamblin
'06 was able to make
two conversions.
The B side took over
for the second half.
Erickson explained this
change from their usual
strategy by saying that
they "felt it was important for everyone to play
in the game since it was
our last match, Parents'
Weekend and Tufts did
not have enough players
for a B side match." By the end of the
second half, Tufts had managed to tie
the game, 19-19. Phillips said; "the
game ended in high spirits for our
team and for Tufts , as both schools
showed up on Saturday to play a
friendly game of rugby and to have
some fun."
The women's team was happy to
see the great Colby fan showing at
their first and last home game. As CoCaptain Nani Phillips '06 said, "we

were delighted by the number of fans,
parents and alumni who came to support us for our final contest of the fall
season."
The men's team, on the other hand,
had a much more challenging experience this
weekend, playing
Middlebury in Vermont on Saturday.
Max Nigrosh '06 scored Colby's only
try of the game on a great pick-and-go
and Rob Oh '07 converted the kick
after that try. But Co-Captain John
Wheelock '06
said
that
"Middlebury
was very fast
and very well
coached" and
the game ended
with Colby losing 27-7. This
was their first
loss of the season.
On Sunday
the men had a
match against
the University
of Rhode Island.
Nam Phillips '06
Wheelock said,
Captain
"it was not one
of our best
games and injuries to several of our
starters really hindered our effort."
They lost the physically trying game
by more than 40 points. Wheelock
explained their losses by saying that
"both teams were extremely talented."
In spite of these troubling defeats
Wheelock said that he is "still very
proud of what we have accomplished
this season, especially our victory
over Bowdoin a week ago, which was
one of our best games ever."

We were
delighted by the
number of fans,
parents and
alumni who
came to support
us for our final
contest of the
fall season.

dents who pay tuition that, in part, are undefeated in the NESCAC and
allow Colby athletics to exist, have the #1 seed—should not be missed.
similarly purchased the right to boo. Their first game is Friday at 6 p.m. in
Colby athletes must understand that the gym. Be there!
people are not going to care about a
team if they cannot be mad when they
lose. Fans cannot be expected to
only celebrate victory, for if victory alone is recognized it is
rendered meaningless.
Let it be noted that I am avid
Colby athletics 'supporter. After
listening to my broadcast on
WMHB of last Saturday's
Colby-Bates football game, a
Bates parent complained that I
was obnoxiously pro-Colby and
anti-Bates. Just in case you
thought I wasn't a real fan.
I say we start over;; The
absence of coverage of Colby
football's outstanding season (51 and tied for second in the
NESCAC) in The Echo is
unfortunate, as the student body
is not aware of as they could be.
The Echo coverage could reall y
lead to a big turnout this week's
game against Tufts, and the following week's showdown at
Bowdoin. The game at
Bowdoin is likely ,to be for the
CBB Championship and second
place in the league. It could also
be for a share of first place.
Plus, it's freakin' Bowdoin, we
hate Bowdoin. The game could
-^¦^¦- ' '•;»- ¦ ;' ¦< <~:-..w..-* .'^^;.^,mi_Si_s_ &a___Jv-g^s^*.wwCT;ro^^^
iMmrnnwmm^KvmrmmniiSm ^a r"^ffr^iff—^^o,re'- n - ^;mffHiin vi : ' ?,-• ¦-1,i* ' ¦
really be a great event where
PHOTO COURTESY OF AINE MCCARTHY
large numbers of students go
Liza Mitchell '08 carries the ball while Claire Thompson '08 makes a run against Bowdoin College. The women
down to Brunswick, get dru nk,
defeated Bowdoin 3-1 on Oct. 28. Two of their three losses came against Colby 's varsity women 's team.
and root for the Mules. Just
drive home safe.
We can start this weekend by
supporting Colb y volleyball when
they host the NESCAC Championship
Tournament over from Friday to
Sunday. It is rare that Colby hosts a
the game he loves for the organizaTedy Bruschi fan. I always thought
championshi p tournament and the
tion and city he has come to love.
Bruschi was just a situational lineopportunity to get drunk and cheer for
While Bruschi and the Patriots say he
backer whose main talent was jumpa great team having a great season—
is not at risk by playing, it is hard to
ing on the pile to gain recognition on
believe. Bruschi has a young family
the stat sheet. However, my feelings
about which he cares and would have
towards Bruschi began to change as
numerous opportunities if he decided
he molded himself into one of the
not to play again, Furthermore,
best linebackers in the league.
Bnischi is wealthy and has nothing
Bruschi, a defensive end in college,
left to accomplish professionally,
tied for the 1-A collegiate' record for
Nevertheless, he continues to play
career sacks with £2. Yet, Bruschi
because he loves the game. And so,
was too small to play defensive end
Sunday Night was special,
Tedy Bruschi proved me wrong. I
in' the NFL and teams picked 85
Excitement
was in the air in Foxboro
previously wrote about why college players before him in the 1996 draff.
Stadiurn and Bruschi did not disapsports were better than professional But Tedy Bruschi made himself into
point as he recorded seven tackles
sports and how college athletes cared an all-pro linebacker who anchored
and helped the Patriots to a sloppy
more about the game. Well Tedy one of the NFL's best defenses and
21-16 win over the Buffalo Bills. A
Bruschi is ruining my credibility,
earned three Super Bowl rings,
win, I might add, that may have been
Tedy Bruschi cares about the
Bruschi is also impressive off
a loss without the middle linebacker.
game he plays, his organization and the field. In a professional sports
While Bruschi will probably not
world where players like Terrell
his fans. I am probably stating the
solve all of the Patriots' defensive
obvious. You only need to know that Owens threaten to sit out full seawoes and the team may not win the
Bruschi returned to the National
sons oyer contract disputes, Tedy
Super Bowl, Tedy Bruschi is back.
Bruschi
Football league less than a year after Bruschi did the opposite.
As a converted Bruschi fan, I would
suffering a mild stroke and having a negotiated his ovvn contract (a
like to say, welcome back and thank
hole in his heart repaired to know he novel concept in a sports world
you Tedy. You, ond those like you,
cares, It is also clear that Dnischi
where agents like Drew Rosenhaus
MM)IS0N QOIIZIEytHE COI.DY ECHO
arc the reason fans put up with the
plays with passion and emotipn by
rule) and agreed to a contract with
Daniel Kiernan '07 shields the hall f romBates. The men were up for much
,
plays,
antics
of professional athletes.
him
the
watching
for
a
few
Patriots
he
for
less
money
than
of the game before Bates was able to tie and take the win in overtime.
Tedy
Bruschi
represents
could
However,
have mode elsewhere.
more. He epitomizes what profes- Bruschi even spoke of the fans as a
ning all non-conference meetings. "To the field. But looking at next year 's sional athletics should be,
reason for him staying. All of
finish 7-7 was not our goal but a step team is very exciting... I'm going to
By now, you are probably wqu* which makes Tedy Bruschi a model
in the right direction. The seniors will say we're going to be tough in 2006," dering Hf lam the founding member
pro athlete.
; Vet,, ' tnbst jmpressiW ; js the fact
be missed, both for (heir exemplary Serdjenian concluded.
br.ti&;Ti-i_y. eftr^p«^\i^_ -4_ttti.-. wfaii i
leadership and for the contributions on
nm not, In fact I was never even a
that Bruschi is risking his life to play

Women 's JV soccer goes 6-1-3 for sea son

But, however
you feel about
these two
instances, it
must be recognized that
nobody benefits
from the team's
silence.

Tedy Bruschi: for the love of the game

MEN'S SOCCER: Batescomesbackforlatematch victory overMules
Continued From Page 12
"I fell in front of the goal after trying to get a head bull; when I was
down the dude kicked me in the balls,
so I got up and pretty much took a
swing at him , missing, and we both
fell ," said Pilgrim.
"It was an especially bad coincidence of circumstances ; we should
have been able to hold a two goal lead
with less then ten minutes remaining
in the season," a disappointed
Serdjenian explained,
Just six minutes into overtime the
Bobcats ended Colb y 's season in a
disheartening fashion- Depicted by
Knlinnc, "tlieir third [goal] was a once
in n lifetime volley, fladhc been n foot
farther from the goal it would have
sailed over. Just an unluck y break for
us. V/c fought hard but unfortunately
came up short." The goal wgs, scored
by Shear, Ins second of the garn^.
Colby improved over Inst season
with a .500 winning percentage, win-
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Devastators of the Week

Football defeats Bates 24-17; CBB title in sight

PHOTO COURTESY OF KAITLIN ADAMS

MeganDevlin"06, CainCleaver mKahlin
Adams'06 andMariah Daly'06

MADISON GOUZIE/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby football won its f irst match on its way to holding onto the CBB title with its defeat of Bates on Saturday.Colby scored in the f irst quarter
off of a three-yard touchdownrun by Justin Smith '07. Bates quickly responded with a touchdown of their own. In the second quarter/the Mules
foughtback for a two to-uchdown lead off of a catch by Jon Vacca '06, thrown 32 yards by Smith, and a seven yard run by Aaron Stepka '06:
Kicker John Goss '06 put the Mules up for good with a 29-yardfield goal Mike Bracco '06 led Colby 's defense with 13 tackles,

The four seniors on Colby's volleyball team have led the women to their
first undefeated in the NESCAC season in Colby history. The team Is 10-0
in rffiSCAC play and 31-1 overall, and will host NESCACs this weekend.
Each of the senior women are also leaders in league stats. They have
amongst the top hitting percentages, blocks, kills, sets and digs. If the Mules
are victorious this weekend the seniors will also lead them to NCAAs.

Women's crew comes out on top at CBB regatta
By EMILY McCLURE
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Oct.: 29, the entire
Colby crew team turned out to meet
with Bates College and Bowdoin
College on the waters of
Messalonskee Lake in Sidney, Maine.
The weather was perfect for the event,
with plenty of sunshine and a slight
breeze turning into a tailwind by the

WATER POLO: toray
in thirdinNorth
Atlanticdivision
Continued From Page 12
paid off in his judicious shot selection. Strong performances by Jabez
Dewey '07 and Colby's impressive
freshmen Sam Wampler, Travis
Townsend and Carley Millia assured a
decisive 12-4 victory."
Meanwhile, Dartmouth had defeated Bates 13-0 in their opening match,
so the Mules were set to meet
Dartmouth in the semifinal match of
the tournament. Colby had taken a 84 victory over Big Green earlier in the
season, but had also been handed a
10-4 loss from Dartmouth , so the
match was likely to be a good one.
Unfortunately, as DeSantis put it, the
Mules "basically got out-swum and
out-strategized" by Dartmouth.
O'Neill added, "Colby started sluggishly and were slow to react to
Dartmouth's game plan of crowding
the hole and forcing Colby into poor
angle shots from a distance." The
final score was 10-3, Dartmouth went
on to play Middlebury in the finals, to
whom they lost, 8-6.
Colby went on to play in a consolation match against Boston College,
which turned out to be the closest and
most exciting game of the weekend
for the Mules. DeSantis: described ,
"We were in control for most of the
game, and were up 5-2 in the fourth
quarter. Boston College got a couple
of goals to get up to 5-4 , and goalie
Kit Clark '08 had two stops from
point blank to preserve the tie. We
were able to squeak out the win as
well as make them complain a lot to
the refs."
O'Neill noted (hat the victory over
Boston College proved to the other
teams that Colby will ho a force to be
reckoned with in the future . "With the
5-4 victory, Colby put the league on
notice that we should challenge for
the championship next year with six
out of seven starters returning and
strong support from up-and-coming
p layers like Zak Bloom '09. The club
will miss the leadership of captain
Chris DeSantis and the contributions
of the other seniors Noali Balnzs and
Ken Thompson but hope to live up to
their example."
With ' the win over Boston College,
the Mules ended their season in third
place. DeSantis concluded, "We had a
great season at 8-3 and are looking
forward to doing bettor next year."

end of the morning. Spectators were
treated to warm fires in the camps, left
open for the occasion by Dr. Hume.
From the docks, spectators could see
as much as the last 1000 meters of the
2.5 racecourse. Colby rowers benefit
from practicing on the race course all
year long and knowing each mile
marker by heart.
The varsity women's A boat
trounced all competitors by a margin
of over 20 seconds. The varsity

women's B boat came in third overall
in the faces, leaving three other boats
behind them, including the Dalhousie
team from Canada which came down
to join the racing. The women's varsity four also placed first in their race,
with a time 16 seconds faster than all
competitors. Overall, the women were
quite pleased with the day's turnout
and look hopefully forward to the
spring season sprints. Captain Dana
Maglaris '06 said, "Never before have

RI :

we raced as aggressively and pushed
ourselves to such high standards as we
have this year; we feel that our results
over the fall season bode well for our
results in the future." Captain Becca
Reisman '06 added that the women
are "the fastest we have ever been and
are a very well bonded team."
The men's varsity four A boat
p laced first overall, beating other
competitors by at least six seconds,
including the Bowdoin boat, which
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Bates and Bowdoin. The women also
competed in the novice four event, yet
were not able to. pull off another win
for Colby. The novice men competed
in both the novice eight and novice
four event, gaining experience in race
day preparation as well intercollegiate
racing. Bates dominated most of the
novice team titles, but the Colby team
was given a taste of how hard they are
going to need to work to gain success
in the spring months.

placed second at the Head of the
Charles last weekend. The varsity
men's eight placed second out of four,
only four seconds behind Bates. Their
performance did not fulfill expectations, but the winter months will be
key in maturing the mostly sophomore
team for their spring sprinting season.
Novice teams also competed in
these races. The women's novice eight
continued Coach Pat Tynan's undefeated record with a second win over
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Wom en 's soccer headed to Thf ts ^
By UNDSAY BARADA
STAFFWRITER

The Colby women's soccer team
was unable to break the deadlock o f a
2-2 double overtime fie against Bates
College this past Saturday. Amongst
the cheering throngs of parents and
fans, the Mules emerged fired up to
beat their fifth seeded opponent.
Throughout the game scoring-wise,
Colby consistently maintained the
advantage, despite being out-shot by a
margin of 14-107 The Mules managed
to dominate the first half and the
majority of the second; Colby had the
game locked up at 2-1 as the seconds
ticked down in the last minute of play.
Yet, the victory was not to be,
Eleven minutes into the game, the
sister act of Katie McCabe '08 and
Co-Captain Kara McCabe '06 performed yet another brilliant feat of
teamwork. Katie set her sister up for
an incredible scoring opportunity, of
which Kara took advantage by heading the ball into the net and giving
Colby a 1-0 lead; Yet, seven minutes
into the second half, the Bobcats
evened the tally.
The Mules were not deterred and
seven minutes later, Libba Cox '07
garnered a goal off an assist from
Laura Williamson '07, making the:
score 2-1. It looked like Colby had the
victory in the bag until a Bates player
took a long shot with 58 seconds left
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ed relentlessly upon the Mules, outshooting them 7-0 and almost winning
the game when a shot slipped past
Benson, but was blocked on the goalline and deflected wide by Meridith
Blascovich '07. Benson made three
incredible saves to maintain the tie
and drive the game into overtime.
Neither team was able to get a shot
off in either five minute overtime and,
instead, moved to penalty kicks to
determine the advancing winner. The
Jeffs jumped to a 3-2 lead in the
shootout, but Benson pulled through
and posted two clutch saves to keep
the Mules in the game. The Mules
earned penalty kick goals from
Meggie Herlihy '08, Cox, Mollie
Puskar '08 and the game-winner by
Katie McCabe. Benson was credited
with four saves for her seventh
shutout of the season.
. ; ECHO FILE PHOTO
I am excited for the team and the
Colby pulled off a win against Amherst in the NESCAC quarterfinals after the game had gone into penalty shots.
program,
especially my seniors; I
Captain Kara McCabe '06 and Libba Cox '07' each scored' goals for the Mules during regulation p lay.
know they want this season to last as
long as possible. Playing two overtime
„
games back to back - some of the
irithe game that eluded Colby's goalie competition, Colby, seeded seventh, regular season.
The Mules encountered yet another starters were running on vapors and
Liza Benson '07, who was credited hit the road to travel to second seeddouble
overtime stalemate against heart. It was a heroic weekend for
with 12 saves and had a superb game. edAmherst College for the quarterfiThe Mules' defense did a remarkable nals of the New England Small Amherst when the final scoreboard Colby women's soccer," Head Coach
job in aggressively keeping the ball College Athletic Center playoffs. The read 0-0 this Sunday. However, Colby Jennifer Holsten expressed.
Colby will play against top-seeded
put of the net, even standing in for Jeffs are ranked sixth, right above the proved victorious, 4-3, in penalty
goalie and blocking shots when seventh ranked Colby, in the 2005 kicks and advances to the semifinals. Tufts University in a semifinal game
Benson was on the ground after dri- NCAA Division III New England The first half of the game was charac- this Saturday. The winner of that game
ving for the ball. After two additional Women's soccer poll with their terized by a vicious battle in the mid- will move on to the finals and play the
five minute overtimes, the tie respective overall records of 7-3-2 field for possession with few scoring winner of the Bowdoin/ Bates
and 7-2-3. Amherst, with a NESCAC opportunities for either opponent.
matchup.
remained. . '" ¦* ¦
In the second half, the Jeffs poundRight after the conclusion of the record of 6-2-1, tied Colby 0-0 in

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4
• Volleyball
vs. Wesleyan @ NESCAC
quarterfinals
6 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5
• Cross country
@ ECACs
Tufts
• Women's Soccer
@ Tufts
NESCAC semifinals
• Football
I
vs. Tufts
12:30 p.m.
• Volleyball
vs. NESCAC semifinals
1 p.m., 3:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6
• Volleyball
vs. NESCAC finals
1p.m.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALL
FALL
SPORTS
TEAMS ON A TERRIFIC
SEASON!

TOmen?s cross country third at NESCACs Volleyball to host NESGAC championship
again, so they are turning out to be our
biggest rivals for the second place
STAFF WRITER
spot at the Division III New England
meet in two weeks."
Although the running conditions
Women's cross country took third
place while the men's team turned in were ideal, with a light breeze and
a disappointing tenth place finish at temperatures in the low 40s, the men's
last Saturday 's New England Small team was unable to overcome their
College Athletic Conference meet at NESCAC rivals.
Wesleyan University, in Middletown,
John Swain '08 placed 20th for the
Conn .
Mules and Captain Jeffrey Alden '07
Karen Prisby '07 finished fourth was 37th. Captain Dan Vassallo '07,
overall, leading Colby runners for the who raced with an injured foot, finsecond straight race. Captain Jess ished 52nd.
Minty '06 finished sixth overall, fol"NESCACs was a huge disappointlowed by Captain Liz Turner '06, ment for the men. Let's face reality;
Anna King '08 and Liz Petit '08 in tenth is not good, Alden said.
15th, 24th and 29th, respectively. "However, the season is not over, we
Colby's top three runners each set a have worked too hard to accept defeat
personal record as the women's team with one meet to go."
finished behind Williams College and
Although the team did not fare as
Amherst College. Prisby and Minty well as they had hoped, a few runachieved All-NESCAC honors for ners on the men's team stepped up
their performances.
and delivered first-rate perfor"We had another spectacular day," mances. "Jeff Alden had a real solid
Prisby said. "V7e placed third behind race, as did our top freshman , Jim
Williams and Amherst, but this time Hurdcr ," said Swain, Colby 's top
Jess Minty and I managed to break up runner at NESCACs, "What reall y
their top five pretty significantly. Liz hurt us was that Dan Vassallo—who
Petit also had a very.good race, plac- has been our first or second runner in
ing fifth on the team and solidify ing every race so far this year—was
her spot for the Division III recovering from a sprained ankle. He
Championships. Amherst beat us hadn 't run in the past week, so jump-

By TODD LOHSEN

ing into a 5 mile race after a week off
is always pretty hard ."
Vassallo revealed that he has seen
an orthopedist and is rehabbing for the
upcoming NCAA race. He also noted
that the team is suffering a bit from
low morale but is training harder than
ever to make the last race of the season their best yet.
"It's hard to maintain a positive
attitude, but ' you just have to keep
going," Vassallo said. "It's what
Manny Ramirez always said. And
Manny Ramirez doesn't believe in
curses. He believes that you make
your own destiny."
"It's disappointing to finish tenth
again," said Smokey Collins '08, "but
I hope that we can come back and run
down a couple NESCAC schools in
two weeks' time."
The top runners from each team
will compete in the NCAA Qualifier
at Springfield College on Nov. 12. A
finish in the top five of the 40-plus
teams competing will qualify Colby
for the NCAA Champ ionship meet in
Ohio. The JV squads will compete in
their final race of the season at the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
championshi ps this Saturday at
Connecticut College,

Water polo defeats UVM, Boston College
By ALEXA UNDAUER .

STAFF WRITER
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Colby defeated UVM to advance to the semifinals at the North Atlantic
Division championship , where they fel l to Dartmouth College.
game and we won handily," Taylor
Associate Professor of Classics Kcrlll
O'Neill is a member of the water polo
team, but faculty members are not
allowed to play in the championship
matches. Therefore, he took on the

position of a coach for the team during
the weekend. He noted of the game,
"Our top scorer against TJVM was
Noah Balazs '06 whose experience
Continued on Page 11
i

Candice Parent said. Cleaver led the
way both offensively and defensively
with 24 kills and 21 digs. Mariah Daly
'06 had one of the best matches of her
career with 17 kills. Kirby tallied 25
digs, as Lawrence added nine digs and
46 assists. Devlin also has a solid
match finishing with eight kills, two
aces and 11 digs.
"I am absolutely amazed that we
were able to overcome the fourth
game loss. It shows incredible
strength and determination. The win
over Williams gives us momentum
going into the NESCAC tournament.
This weekend is extremely important
and I think, mentally, we are prepared
for it, Please, please, please come out
and support us!" Cleaver said.
Top-seeded Colby will take on
eighth seeded Wesleyan University at
6 p.m. Friday night in Wadsworth
Gymnasium. The semifinal matches
will take place on Saturday at 1 p.m.
and 3:30 p.m. The 2005 NESCAC
volleyball champions will be decided
on Sunday with a starting time of 1
p.m., and if Colby is able to take the
NESCAC championship, they will
also host the NCAA championship.

Men 's soccer season comes to an end
By JEFF ALDEN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby College men's soccet
team faced Bates College this past
weekend, ending in an overtime Mule
loss, 3-2, Saturday 's match was the
final contest of the 2005 Mule campaign. The team finished 7-7-0 ovei
all and 2-7-0 in New Eng land Small
College Athletic Conference play. The
Mules again missed the p layoffs, finishing tied for eighth often NESCAC
teams.
Saturday 's dramatic loss was a
lieartbreakcr on all accounts. After n
half of tig ht , scoreless soccer the
Mules struck the Bobcats with two
successive goals just before the hour

SPORTS EDITOR

After a successful regular season
with a record of 6-2, the Colby water
polo team headed to the North
Atlantic Division Championship Inst
weekend, Oct. 29 and 30, held at
Bowdoin College. During their regular season, the Mules took two wins
over Bowdoin , as well as victories
against Boston College, Dartmouth
College, the University of Vermont
and Bates College, while fulling once
to Dartmouth and to Middlebury
College. The team's 6-2 record placed
the Mules in the third seed behind
Middlebury College and Dartmouth
College headed into the championshi p
weekend.
In the first match of the championships, Colby took on the University
of Vermont, whom the team had previously smashed 15-7 on Oct 15. The
Mules found similar success in their
second match ngainst UVM of the
season, defeating the Catamounts 124. Captain Chris DeSantis '06 said of
the match , "It was a pretty relaxed

the match.
Saturday Colby solidified their
right to host the NESCAC championship after defeating Hamilton
Colby volleyball went 3sO in con- College 3-0 (30-24, 30-19, 30-16).
ference play this weekend, earning Devlin had 13 kills, Cleaver added 12
the right to host the New England and Adams finished with ten.
Small College Athletic Conference Lawrence tallied an impressive 40
volleyball championship this week- assists in three games to go along with
end, For the first time in school histo- ten digs and three aces. Kirby finished
ry, the team has finished the regular the match with 20 digs and two aces.
Colby was tested in their final
season undefeated in NESCAC play
and is looking to extend this winning match of the weekend when they
streak on their home court this com- found themselves tied 2-2 to Williams
College on Williams ' home court.
ing weekend.
Against Middlebury. College Friday After winning the fourth game 30-10
night; the team defeated the Panthers and with the help of their fans,
in three games (30-24, 30-24, 30-14). Williams had gained momentum and
Tri-Captain Kaitiln Adams had 13 it looked as though they would come
kills, two aces and four blocks. With out on top. However, keeping their
22 digs on the match, Tri-Captain composure, Colby was able to collect
Caitlin Cleaver '06 surpassed the themselves and took game five (151,500 career dig mark and finished the 12) defeating Williams 3-2 (25-30,
night with 1,501 career digs. Cleaver 30-22, 30-26, 10-30, 15-12).
"The biggest thing for me is that
also added nine kills and five aces ,
while teammate and Tri-Captain after getting absolutely annihilated in
Megan Devlin '06 also tallied nine game four we came out and believed
kills to go along with ten digs, Kendall we were going to win, That is what
Kirby '07 finished with 18 digs, as this team has been about all season:
Jenny Lawrence '09 had 32 assists on never giving up," Head Coach

By LAURA WILLIAMSON

mark. Chris JvJacFadyen '07 scored
first , assisted by senior Monty
Hankin. One minute later Captain
Bobby Abendroth '06 netted the second Colby goal assisted by Logan
King '09.
"It was a harcUfought match and I
feci, and the Bates coaches agreed,
that we dominated the first 82 minutes
of the game," Head Coach Mark
Serdjenian said.
It was in fact at 82 minutes into that
game that Bates got the first one back.
David Shear '06 scored unassisted. It
was only two minutes later that the
Bobcats scored again, "The second
goal was an awkward ball that somehow slipped to Mini Schori '07," said
Colby goalkeeper Josh Kahane '07.
Both teams seemed to fall apart alter

the goal. "It's fairly common in soccet
for the scoring team to get particularly
excited after a goal and for the scored
upon team to experience a temporary
disorganization," Serdjenian explained .
Also factoring into the concentration of the Mules was a double red
card before the first Bates goal. Afiei
Bates player Brian Nangle '06 apparently kicked Colby forward James
Pil grim '07 in the groin , Pilgrim
turned and attempted to slug his opponent. Both p layers received red cards
putting each team at ten a side. Bates ,
keeping their composure and reacting
to the more open field , was able to
score twice in the final ten minutes of
play.

INSIDE SPORTS

Bates squeezes piist field hockey

The loss to the Bobcats,. 3-2'k ended the seasbn
wflB l(o
for the Mules*

Bates
Football victorio usover
to

The team ty one s^p close* holdiiigj onto its
¦
CBB title for the third straight year. MflEii ' •

Continued on Page 10

